Sales manual

Everything you need to provide
competent advice for planning
sinks and kitchen mixers
hansgrohe kitchen range

hansgrohe Sales Service
Phone enquiries regarding products and
delivery times.
pro.hansgrohe-int.com/contact
hansgrohe Customer Service
For technical enquiries, experts in the bathroom
trade will be happy to assist you with their
extensive knowledge of the entire hansgrohe
product range. Service and replacement parts are
delivered in the fastest possible manner.
pro.hansgrohe-int.com/contact
hansgrohe spare part guarantee
We guarantee the availability of spare parts for
up to ten years. This gives you peace of mind, even
for projects that were completed some time ago.
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A modern kitchen:
the heart of the home
The modern kitchen is no longer simply a place to cook. It’s a meeting
place for family and friends. It’s where people of all ages gather daily
to share their thoughts and experiences over a meal or its preparation.
Often it’s over a cup of tea or a quick coffee and a quiet chat. So water
is inevitably a familiar ingredient on every occasion.
A kitchen also reflects the taste and style of the whole home, showcasing
in its meticulous design and extensive equipment the dreams and
aspirations of its owners. It’s where hansgrohe’s innovative products,
intelligent mixers and individual taps so often find their home too.
At hansgrohe we pride ourselves on creating attractive sink combinations
using high quality materials and featuring intuitive controls. Our wide
range of solutions inspires our customers to express their kitchen ideals
in every detail and aspect. To doubly ensure that whatever activities
take place in their heart of the home is made easier, more enjoyable
and rewarding.
hansgrohe. Meet the beauty of water.

Design

YEARS
GUARANTEE

Quality is our tradition

Design by hansgrohe

Customer satisfaction guarantee

You can always trust the promise of
Made by hansgrohe.

In collaboration with Phoenix Design,
we develop products that set the
standards in both style and function.

We work to the very highest standards
in order to offer a 5-year guarantee on
all our products.
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The Hansgrohe company

Forever the pioneer
Never satisfied with anything less than
ground-breaking, Hans Grohe was a genuine
pioneer, constantly striving for innovation. At a
time when the idea of a bathroom in a family
home was barely imaginable and a daily
shower a flight of fantasy, he was already
working on the first showerheads, setting new
standards in bathrooms across Europe. Today

hansgrohe: leading from the front since 1901

with thirty-four companies and twenty-one
sales offices supplying one and hundred and
forty-two countries worldwide, the hansgrohe
brand is readily recognised as one of the few
global players in the sanitary industry. Now as
then, hansgrohe production remains mainly in
the Black Forest region, endorsing its “Made in
Germany” maxim and continuing its founder’s

original values. The Hansgrohe Group is also
an industry pioneer in fostering sustainability
and environmental protection. This is reflected
in its water and energy-saving products as well
as in eco-friendly production technologies,
global environmental protection projects and
particularly the sustainable handling of water
as one of our planet’s most valuable resources.
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hansgrohe kitchen history

Turning points in kitchen design
A hansgrohe kitchen mixer is never
simply a tap but always a foretaste of kitchens
to come. Back in 1982, hansgrohe was already
exploring new technology with the single lever
Allegroh mixer. More innovative technology
quickly followed setting new standards in

design, manufacture and functionality. With
a history of success confirmed by numerous
awards, 2016 saw the launch of high-quality,
imaginatively-designed stainless steel sinks.
Integrating with our mixers to create a
superbly functional unit, they helped highlight

the impact of great kitchen design. With the
introduction of a wide range of new materials
and colours in 2018, hansgrohe continues
its determination to be the first to create our
kitchens of the future.

1981

F irst single lever kitchen mixer
with a pull-out spout

2006

 reater ease of use from a high
G
spout in the entry-level price
range

2009

Increased functionality combined
with an arched spout

2014

 orld’s first kitchen mixer
W
featuring the Select button

2016

Kitchen mixer and sink merge
into one single unit

2018

 ew material and colour versions
N
with SilicaTec

C71-F660-08
M7119-H200
S711-F660
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Award for outstanding design

The beauty of water made
flawless by design
Design is not just a matter of taste but a
way of thinking and a longstanding hansgrohe
passion. That’s why winning international
acclaim is a constant pleasure. Thanks to the
hansgrohe and AXOR brands, we were ranked

sixth in 2017 by the renowned International
Forum Design (iF). Over 550 awards in fifty
design categories make us one of the mostawarded companies in the sanitary industry.
Yet design is never to be an end in itself but

2014

Single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spray

2014

Select single lever kitchen mixer
with swivel spout

2015

Select single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spout

always a perfect balance of form and function.
Searching for such intelligent solutions is how
we create taps and mixers whose exceptional
quality becomes a constant pleasure for our
customers worldwide.

2015

Select single lever kitchen mixer
with pull-out spout

2015

Select single lever kitchen mixer
with swivel spout

2017/18

Sink combination
with a tilt lever

Phoenix Design.
The winning team.
Phoenix has been shaping the character of hansgrohe for many
years. Their design philosophy draws its inspiration from the
satisfaction of the people who use their products. Although this
creative team prefers to work in the background, nevertheless they
are thrilled by the awards their workshop regularly receives.

Management Board (l to r): Bernd Eigenstetter, Managing Director; Tom Schönherr, Founder,
Managing Partner; Joon-Mo Lee, Design Strategy Manager, Member of the Board; Andreas
Diefenbach, Design Business Manager, Member of the Board; Harald Lutz, Managing Partner,
CEO; Andreas Haug, Founder, Managing Partner.
Photographer: René Müller
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International projects

At home the world over
hansgrohe products have redefined
comfort through design in private residences
and prestige apartments around the world,
working closely with architects, planners and
interior designers on sophisticated projects.

Each time it is our intelligent and aesthetically
appealing ways of handling the essential
element of water that have won widespread
respect. Adding the vital elements of design
and ease of use for over a century is the

hansgrohe hallmark. Discover more inspiring
examples on our intuitive planning platform:
www.ispecify.hansgrohe.com

Sandton Skye, Johannesburg
hansgrohe products:
M411-H260 Single lever kitchen mixer 260

The Okura Prestige Bangkok, Bangkok
hansgrohe products:
M5216-H220 Single lever kitchen mixer 220

Country Towers Mérida, Mexico
hansgrohe products:
M411-H260 Single lever kitchen mixer 260

Photos: Jayd Designs/Ben Bergh

Photos: Grande Centre Point Terminal 21 Bangkok

Photos: Country Towers Mérida/Inmobilia Mexico

Haus N, Moskau
hansgrohe products:
M5216-H220 Single lever kitchen mixer 220
Photos: JHaus-N A4-Architekten/Dmitry Chebanenko

Further inspiring references can be found under www.ispecify.hansgrohe.com
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hansgrohe

Quality you can count on
At hansgrohe, we build on longpracticed expertise to ensure the highest
quality in form and function. We believe,
and always have, that “Made in Germany”
is a blueprint for success – almost all our

products are manufactured where hansgrohe
was first established. Our philosophy is to
offer customers long-term solutions that define
superior workmanship and functionality.
And we do our very best to achieve this.

YEARS
GUARANTEE
Quality from the Black Forest: Since
1901 people all over the world have been
putting their trust in the durable, high-quality
products from Germany’s Black Forest. And
even more than 115 years after hansgrohe
was founded “Made in Germany” is still a
major part of our philosophy. We have always
focused on the benefits and satisfaction our
customers enjoy most. That’s why perfection
in form and function has always been, and
always will be, our benchmark. And why we
never stop trying to do better.

hansgrohe delivers the exceptional qualities
that customers recognise in an instant and
reward with long-standing loyalty.

Design

Highest standards: hansgrohe only uses
high quality materials that are approved
for drinking water applications. These are
subjected to long-term tests to assure their
compliance with all kitchen requirements.
Adherence to current standards and the
precise fitting of every single component
ensures their safe, user-friendly function for
many years to come. The guidelines we have
drawn up for ourselves for product safety
far exceed the majority of specifications in
this sector. And that’s why hansgrohe has no
doubts whatsoever about offering a 5-year
warranty of every one of our products.

Design for life: As major pioneers within
our industry, hansgrohe works closely with
internationally-renowned designers. Time and
time again we consistently set new standards
for product performance and durability. At
hansgrohe, we are confident that outstanding
design will always outlive any short-term
fashion trend and forever reward the
investment customers make in every one of
our products.

Industry stimulus: At hansgrohe around
30% of our turnover is achieved with new
products less than three years old. It’s this
capacity for fresh new ideas that makes us one
of the most innovative leaders in our industry.
Many new products initiated, developed and
designed by hansgrohe have been welcomed
all over the world. Some of them have made
industry history and some have even made
cultural history.

Environmental responsibilit y:
Sustainability, environmental and climate
change are key concerns in ever ything
hansgrohe does. Our worldwide conservation
projects and informative work on the
preservation of water resources help improve
the ecosystem. We employ renewable
energies, efficient recycling systems and
heat recovery during production to reduce
CO2 emissions. Choosing hansgrohe means
choosing long-lasting quality and ecologicallyresponsible manufacture.

SERVICE
Customer satisfaction focus: Our aim
is for you to enjoy installing our products as
much as we do developing them and our
customers do using them. All our product
development is focused on customers’ needs so
we’re constantly responding to their feedback.
Combining fresh thinking with traditional
understanding is how we ensure success for
years to come for everyone engaged with
hansgrohe.
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hansgrohe Planning

Planning you can rely on
To make planning trouble-free and
accurate, we have a range of tools you can
use on our website www.hansgrohe.de. You’ll
find the relevant CAD data downloads on the
appropriate product pages. Information is

available in 2D, 3D and DWG. There’s also
the option to download a ZIP file with the cutout data for kitchen sinks. This information
is available in 2D, PDF and DXF format. All
our products and their planning details can

be obtained from the planning software
companies Winner Design, CARAT and KPS
designstudio.

Visualising: trouble-free planning available in all standard file formats.

Advantages and benefits
▪ 2D and 3D versions of CAD files are available to download in
DWG format: www.hansgrohe.com

▪ All products and planning details are available from the
planning software companies Winner Design, CARAT and KPS
designstudio

▪ 2D cut-out data for kitchen sinks in PDF and DXF formats to
download as a ZIP file: www.hansgrohe.com
Cut-out dimensions for kitchen sinks start on page 142.
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hansgrohe Service

Genuine added value services
hansgrohe is a partner you can trust.
Our comprehensive experience means we
can offer detailed guidance and support
across a wide range of services. Whether

you need help with individual advice,
product training courses, special project
consultation or marketing advice, we invite
you to take advantage of hansgrohe’s

extensive expertise. You can also benefit from
a full range of planning data from dimension
drawings to 3D detail online at our website
pro.hansgrohe-int.com

Field Service

In house Sales Service

Technical Service

Our highly competent field service staff are
ready to act as your direct local contact.

You can phone, email or fax hansgrohe
customer advisers for individual technical and
commercial support.

hansgrohe service specialists are trained
sanitary experts and/or technicians ready to  
help with any technical issue. If this cannot
be achieved over the phone or electronically,
you can ask for a specialist to be sent out in
person.

Project Support

the hansgrohe advantage

the Hansgrohe Aquademie

If you are planning a major kitchen project
and need help with the planning or tender, our
project support team will be pleased to help.

hansgrohe is always ready to fulfil your every
requirement. That’s why express delivery,
24-hour spare parts service, a 10-year spare
parts availability guarantee and a 5-year
product warranty are all part of our standard
offer.

Fo r m o re i n f o r m a t io n a b o u t g uid e d
tours, bathroom exhibitions, Museum of
Water, Bathroom, Kitchen and Design
and test showering at Showerworld, go to
pro.hansgrohe-int.com/aquademie

Service hours
Monday – Friday: 7.30 am – 5.00 pm
Phone: +49 7836 51-3126
Fax:
+49 7836 51-1878
E-mail: gpservices@hansgrohe.com

© Bettiniphoto
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hansgrohe Sponsorship

Maximum performance
in the kitchen and on a bike
For a team to perform at its absolute
best, every single member must match up
perfectly and work together in total harmony.
Just like hansgrohe mixer taps and sinks work
as a perfectly matched team in the kitchen,
thanks to their innovative control concept.
That’s why hansgrohe is the official title
sponsor of BORA-hansgrohe, the world-class

cycling team. Professional cycling is a sport as
dynamic, efficient and innovative as our own
hansgrohe products. To find out where and
when you can see our cyclists in action, go to
bora-hansgrohe.com or follow the team daily
on social media:

BORA-hansgrohe.com
hansgrohe.com
facebook.com/Borahansgroheofficial
facebook.com/hansgrohe
facebook.com/PeterSagan
instagram.com/borahansgrohe
instagram.com/hansgrohe

Team App:
Download from the Google
Play Store or Apple App Store.

© BORA
Left: Santos Tour Down Under 2018, Stage 4 128.2km from Norwood to Uraidla, Stage winner, Peter Sagan.
Right: Peter Sagan, world cycling champion 2015/2016/2017.
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hansgrohe individual sinks and sink combos

In combination and individually –
our new sink range

Combos

Sinks

▪ Innovative all-inclusive solutions perfectly matched in function
and appearance

▪ Various installation and combination options for individuallydesigned kitchens

▪ Easy, user-friendly operation thanks to Select technology

▪ Can be combined with any kitchen mixer

▪ High-quality, stable materials with an additional safe hose guide
ensure a long-lasting sink combination

▪ Multiple installation options with every sink: stainless steel and
SilicaTec sinks available as top-mounted or under-mounted
versions; stainless steel sinks can also be flush-fit

▪ Discreet overflow positioned on the side
▪ Easier planning than other sinks as the combo contains all
necessary components

▪ Minimalistic design elegantly blends with a modern kitchen
environment
▪ Hand-welded stainless steel sinks: 1mm stainless steel and tap
edge reinforcement creates a high level of stability, value and
durability
▪ SilicaTec sinks: only edge-rounded quartz particles are used as
these provide a hard, tough surface

Combos start on page 36.

Sinks start on page 68.
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hansgrohe kitchen mixers

A kitchen mixer
for every kitchen style

Kitchen mixers
▪ Increased user comfort thanks to Select technology with the
control button on the pull-out spout

▪ Superior quality materials and manufacturing standards promise
the enduring quality and longer lifetimes

▪ Installation with the innovative hansgrohe sBox allows pull-out
sprays to extend up to 76 cm to increase the working range
around the sink

▪ Multiple award-winning design enhances the ambience of
a modern kitchen
▪ Surface finishes in chrome and stainless steel

▪ ComfortZone offers more freedom of movement thanks to an ultrahigh spout and the mixer’s swivel functions
▪ Ergonomic, minimalistic design blends elegantly with a modern
kitchen environment

Kitchen mixers start on page 114.

▪ Wide range of designs and pricing categories

M7116-H320
S510-U770

DESIGN, FUNCTION
AND MANUFACTURE
Sinks and sink combinations at the very highest level

C71-F660-08
M7119-H200
S711-F660
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Sinks

Sinks for the head
and the heart
Any sink first of all must be functional
and long-lasting. And if its design is appealing
too, it would be ideal for any dream kitchen.
A hansgrohe single sink as expected
demonstrates exactly those satisf ying

characteristics. Hand-welded stainless steel or
natural granite SilicaTec are the foundations
for these high-quality sinks. Their clear-cut
rectangular shape combines clean lines with
minimalist design to blend in beautifully with

a modern kitchen environment. The basin rim’s
asymmetrical design adds a unique aesthetic
appeal and unites the sink and spout, plus
the control unit if relevant, in one single
harmonious unit.

C51-F660-02
M7120-H320
S510-F660
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Stainless steel sink design

A new benchmark
in kitchen design
In partnership with Phoenix Design,
for the first time in hansgrohe history, we’ve
created an innovative range of sinks whose
design and function will revolutionise customer

options. The interplay between the excellent
properties of stainless steel, a modern
minimalist design and superior quality will
make them the kitchen’s lifetime icons. And a

choice of sizes and installation options ensures
such a sink will integrate seamlessly in any
kitchen.

Aesthetic: The broad L-shaped basin rim makes for an eye-catching kitchen sink.

Timeless: A minimalist design and simple rectangular shape provide
clean lines.

Individual: A choice of sink shapes and sizes create the right
solution for any kitchen.
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Stainless steel sink manufacture

Quality you can see and feel

Robust: Stainless steel is resilient and impervious to aggressive
substances such as fruit acids.

Harmonious: Flush installation provides a seamless transition
between sink and worktop.

Exclusive: 1 mm thick hand-welded stainless steel sinks shine with
precision edges and 10 mm corner radii.

Strengthened: The built-in sinks feature reinforcement brackets and
double-strength materials for stability with no shaking.

Advantages and benefits
▪ Stainless steel sinks blend in harmoniously in any kitchen and
are the perfect match for any stainless steel or chrome finish
kitchen mixer
▪ Lighter than other sink materials and so easier to install
▪ Precisely and exclusively made surfaces and edges

▪ Exact areas and precise 10 mm corner radii for easy cleaning
▪ Stainless steel is heat resistant, hygienic and never rusts
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SilicaTec sink design

A natural kitchen design
Granite sinks in SilicaTec have been
added to complement the stainless steel range.
SilicaTec is without doubt the material of the
future and its warm looks bring natural colours

into the kitchen. Its welcoming character
generates a feel- good atmosphere that
resonates with today’s trend for integrating
kitchen and living areas. With a choice of

sizes and installation options, SilicaTec also
offers an opportunity for more individuality.
Available in three colours, it allows for colour
accents to be added to the design.

Confidently stylish: The modern design combined with the sink’s warm character will enhance any kitchen.

Individuality: SilicaTec sinks are available in graphite black, stone
grey and concrete grey.

Flexibility: SilicaTec sinks come in a wide range of sizes for a
perfect fit in any kitchen.
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SilicaTec sink manufacture

A material you can trust

Durable: Manufactured using edge-rounded quartz particles from
Germany for a tough, hard surface.

Pearling eﬀect: Thanks to its smooth, non-porous surface, liquids
simply roll off.

Drilling: Every sink comes with its own diamond drill bit so fitters
can drill through the pre-defined, indicated holes themselves. The
only exceptions are under-mounted sinks which do not require
drilling.

Natural: The material is pleasant to the touch and feels very
natural.

Advantages and benefits
▪ Thanks to their individual colour, size and installation options,
SilicaTec sinks blend harmoniously in any kitchen and are the
perfect matches for our kitchen mixers
▪ Very strong surface with a high thermal resistance
▪ Resistant to food stains

▪ The smooth, non-porous surface prevents water and dirt from
penetrating or sticking
▪ Thanks to this stone-like composite quartz material, its tough,
hard surface resists scratches, knocks and dents

M7116-H220
S514-F450
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SilicaTec

Ready for every eventuality
All hansgrohe granite sinks are made
of high-quality SilicaTec. The main component
is a fine quartz sand, the hardest constituent
of granite. The remaining 20% is the highest

Impact-resistant: Robust, resilient, unbreakable and scratchresistant, it’s the perfect material for daily life in the kitchen

quality acrylic which acts as a binder and
provides the colour pigmentation. These
elements combine in a smooth, hard, nonporous surface of very high quality that is

easy to clean. It is also highly resistant to
heat, scratches and dirt. All of which means
a SilicaTec sink can easily cope with even the
most chaotic kitchen scenario.

Resistant to UV light and heat: its high thermal resistance
ensures no bleaching or surface fading

Odourless:
SilicaTec will always
stay odour-free

Pearling effect: Thanks
to its smooth, nonporous surface, liquids
simply roll off

Long-lasting:
This resilient material
promises to be
extremely durable
and non-toxic

Colour-resistant:
The surface is impervious
to food stains

Individual: The SilicaTec sink is available in 3 colours

-170
graphite black

-290
stone grey

-380
concrete grey

Safe for food use: Extremely hygienic as bacteria
cannot penetrate its surface
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Sink functions

Two innovative ideas
for intuitive operation
The sink is the focal point of the kitchen
so every activity around it should be made
effortless. So hansgrohe created sinks and
sink combos that set new standards for ease
of operation and functionality. A clever new

control concept allows the water temperature
setting and water flow to be managed with
a single tilt lever. And the integrated Select
technology ensures those repetitive activities
are accomplished with the touch of a button.

It’s a more ergonomic way of working and
permits routine tasks to be carried out quickly,
easily and more efficiently.

The kitchen mixer is easy to operate from the
front with the tilt lever on the sink’s front edge
and its integrated Select technology

Pre-setting the amount of water and its temperature is easy with the ergonomically-shaped tilt lever.

Turning the ergonomic tilt lever
controls the water temperature.

Tilting the lever adjusts the water
flow.

Flexible: Routine tasks follow one another seamlessly thanks to a
combination of the intuitive Select button on the pull-out spray and a
practical pull-out spout for more comfort in the kitchen and beyond the sink.

hansgrohe Operation 29

The kitchen mixer is easy to operate from the front using the
Select button on the front edge of the sink

If your hands are full, it’s easy to start or stop the water flow with your elbow.

Pressing the Select button starts
and stops the water flow.

Turning the control unit opens or
closes the water.

The pull-out spray allows you to reach further around the sink. The hose
is guided safely into the sBox and protected against damage. Starting
and stopping the water is easy with the Select button on the sink’s front
edge. The handle stays open and maintains the flow and temperature
of the water.

Advantages and benefits
▪ Easy intuitive controls even using the back of your hand gives
greater freedom of movement and more targeted use of water

▪ Ergonomic “universal design” allows easy and reliable use by
every generation

▪ Unique control philosophy: absolute precision, easy to start
and stop

▪ Greater range of up to 76 cm with the pull-out spout and sBox
▪ Amount and temperature of water can be pre-set as required

▪ Kitchen mixer and sink merge into a single unit with Select
technology
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Installation tips

Installation in accordance
with the style
Every customer has their own ideas
of how the sink should be integrated in the
kitchen. That is why hansgrohe offers three

different installation options: surface-mounted,
flush-fit or under-mounted. Each option has its
own advantages and will vary according to

the worktop material, its requirements and of
course personal styles.

Surface-mounted installation
This is the most frequently-used option. The sink is inserted from above into a hole cut in the
worktop – a straightforward cut-out then is all it requires. This shows the flush 1mm rim at its very
best, and is ideal for wood or laminate worktops.

Flush-fit installation
Flush-fit installation is only possible with stainless steel sinks and creates an optical unit consisting
of sink and worktop. The sink is fitted flush to the worktop, requiring an absolutely precise
worktop cut-out. This allows for a smooth transition that provides valuable additional working
areas and makes cleaning easier as there is no obstructive rim on the sink edge. This installation
option is ideal for worktops made of solid continuous materials such as natural stone, glass,
quartz or ceramic.

Under-mounted
With under-mounted installation, the sink is lowered into the worktop, making the kitchen look
more spacious. The sink is attached to the worktop from below. This requires an opening the
same size as the sink which is then glued and screwed to the worktop. The sink is very easy
to clean with dirt or liquids simply wiped into it. This installation option is only suitable for
worktops made of materials that are not sensitive to water – natural stone, concrete or quartz.
With under-mounted installation, the kitchen mixers need to be installed in the worktop or on
the wall above it.
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sBox

Neat and tidy guide
for the hose in the base cabinet
Pulls out up to 76 cm for easier use
and freedom of movement around
the sink

Flat housing profile less than 30 mm
for optional installation in tight
spaces

Hose runs silently inside and is
protected from damage
Designed for standard base cabinets

158

34
G3/8 10

Flexible and varied
installation options

15

3
19

23

Weight facilitates smooth
operation of the pull-out spray

530
520

15
25
38
46

Four individual moveable fixings allow
for variable sBox positioning

110

Advantages and benefits
▪ Hose can be extended and retracted easily and safely without
colliding with drawers or waste separation systems
▪ Varied installation option in base cabinet thanks to flexible
attachment elements
▪ sBox keeps things tidy under the sink

▪ Boxed hose weight allows hose to run easily and quietly
▪ Optional accessories:
An equalising track allows the guide to be used in low cabinets
F12 equalising track sBox – # 43333, -000

29
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sBox installation

sBox installation examples

Preferred installation vertically below the
kitchen mixer

Vertical installation under the kitchen
mixer, tilted towards the front or back

The lower brackets are screwed into the base and the upper brackets
either screwed into or hung onto the rear wall. The brackets are on
flexible sliders and can be turned through 360 degrees to simplify and
speed up installation.

When the rear wall doesn’t line up with the base or there are obstacles
on the floor, the sBox can be installed at an angle.
The brackets are positioned towards the front so the sBox  can be pulled
forward and detached from its brackets for quick and easy cleaning.
The sBox can also be tilted towards the front over the rear wall just as
easily.
Maximum recommended angle of tilt: ± 20 degrees.
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Installation against the rear wall
and tilted to one side

Tilted installation attached to the side wall

To avoid obstacles on the floor such as a waste pull-out or drainage
system or when a corner valve is difficult to access, the sBox can be
installed tilted to one side.
The brackets can be screwed into the floor, side panel or rear wall.
Maximum recommended angle of tilt: ± 20 degrees.

Install the sBox on the side wall, for example, with corners sinks, sinks
with a drainer or sinks with tap holes on the side.
The brackets can all be screwed onto the side wall. Do not install the
sBox at the same angle. If you need to install at an angle, there should
be no more than 30mm between the mixer and the sBox exit axis.

M411-H280
S510-F450

SINK COMBOS
Sink combos that merge into a perfect unit

C51-F660-02
M7120-H320
S510-F660
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hansgrohe sink combos

An experienced team,
both in looks and in function
any kitchen. Each one can be connected to
a matching kitchen mixer to create a truly
modern unit. The marriage of quality, design

and function in our sink combos has opened a
new chapter in kitchen design.

Select button to start and stop the water.

Minimalistic design blends
effortlessly with the modern
kitchen environment.

The sink is available in a choice
of stainless steel or SilicaTec.

Simple rectangular shape
provides clean lines.

Positioning the overflow on the side
removes it from the immediate eye line,
making it more  discreet as well as
making it easier to fit the kitchen mixer.

Minimalist design ensures clean lines in
a unique complete system.

Sink design creates a formal association
between sink, control unit and spout.

Pre-defined hole positions
recessed for easier drilling/
stamping additional holes.

The design aesthetic of the broad basin rim is unique. It allows the
sink, control element and spout to merge visually into a single unit and
provides an appropriate setting for the mixer.

Sink combos

With hansgrohe sink combination
units, there is always one of the right size
and function, in the preferred material for
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Sink combos

Sink and mixer as a combo –
a good decision all-round
hansgrohe has launched a mini revolution in the kitchen with the sink
combination units C71 and C51. These
ingenious complete solutions have been

admired for their quality manufacturing and as
a novel and well thought-out control concept.
In combination with selected kitchen mixers,
they show exactly what is meant by a fully

functioning unit. With high quality components
perfectly matched to one another, they are
one of the best examples of function and
aesthetics.

Example: sink combination unit C71-F450-06

Kitchen mixers

Sink

Control unit
Fixing clamps

Connection hoses

Drain fixture including
odour trap

Wall connection diameter
40 mm/50 mm

sBox

Advantages and benefits
▪ Easy ordering process – a single order number for the
complete sink combo
▪ Long-lasting combination of premium and robust materials
▪ Matching components for a solid system

▪ Complete system for safe and sound planning
▪ Every combo is supplied ready for installation with all the
appropriate accessories for immediate worktop integration
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Sink combos

A single order –
all the components
One major advantage of the hansgrohe
sink combination units over other sinks is that
all the components are included. This makes

planning much easier as unit order contains
the sink, kitchen mixer, sBox and all the other
necessary elements. This makes ordering

easier too as the whole combination has just
one item number.

Sink combos

Example: sink combination unit C71-F450-06

sBox fitted on same axis as mixer shaft

Reinforcement bracket for
secure mixer fitting

Syphon diameter
40 or 50 mm

Bracket tabs to secure the
pressure hoses
Dishwasher
connection option

Overflow on the right rim of
the sink disappears from direct
view and simplifies kitchen
mixer installation

Drain pipe rotates
through 360 degrees
for more flexibility

Manual outflow fitting
(strainer basket valve)

Fixing clamps

Control element on the front edge of the sink

SINK COMBOS C71
Modern look that delights in stainless steel sinks

C71-F655-04
M7120-H320
S711-F655
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hansgrohe sink combos

The C71 sink combinations
at a glance
For the kitchen mixers, there is a
choice between the version with the Select
button and the version with the tilt lever. Both
models are available in chrome (-000) or

stainless steel finish (-800) and both combine
beautifully with the sink to create a perfect
unit. The combination unit contains all the
other necessary components. This makes the

60 cm

C71-F450 - 01
Select sink combo 450 with
2-hole kitchen mixer 220
# 43207, -000, -800
Page 44

C71-F450 - 02
Select sink combo 450 drainer with
2-hole kitchen mixer 220
# 43208, -000, -800
C71-F450 -11 (Drainer right, not shown)
# 43229, -000, -800
Page 46

60 cm

C71-F450 - 06
Sink combo 450 with
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
# 43201, -000, -800
Page 45

C71-F450 - 07
Sink combo 450 drainer with
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
# 43205, -000, -800
C71-F450 -12 (Drainer right, not shown)
# 43230, -000, -800
Page 47

ordering and planning process so much easier
as the complete unit has the same item number.
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Installation options
All our basins can be integrated flush in the worktop or surface mounted from above.

Surface-mounted
installation

Flush-mounted
installation

60 cm / 80 cm / 90 cm

80 cm

90 cm

C71-F660 - 03
Select sink combo 660 with
2-hole kitchen mixer 320
# 43209, -000, -800

C71-F655- 04
Select sink combo 180/450
with 2-hole kitchen mixer 320
# 43210, -000, -800

C71-F765- 05
Select sink combo 370/370 with
2-hole kitchen mixer 320
# 43211, -000, -800

Page 48

Page 50

Page 52

80 cm

90 cm

C71-F660 - 08
Sink combo 660 with
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
# 43202, -000, -800

C71-F655- 09
Sink combo 180/450 with
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
# 43206, -000, -800

C71-F765-10
Sink combo 370/370 with
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
# 43203, -000, -800

Page 49

Page 51

Page 53

Sink combos C71

Base cabinet
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C71-F450-01
Sink combo 450 Select
# 43207000
# 43207800

Select sink combo
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Features
▪ Material sink: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ Tap hole and hole for control unit are pre-drilled
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the countertop
or flush-mount installation
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the bowl
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 7 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Ceramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support

▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray
▪ ComfortZone 220
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm
▪ Push of control unit: Intuitive start and stop function
of the water flow, turn: automatic drain operation

Technology kitchen mixers

Design

Design awards

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

Included in delivery
▪ S711-F450
Built-in sink 450
▪ M7120-H220
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types
▪ sBox
▪ Automatic outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses

Base cabinet

60 cm
Surface kitchen mixers

-000

-800

Surface kitchen mixers -000 chrome and -800 stainless steel finish.
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C71-F450-06
Sink combo 450
# 43201000
# 43201800

Sink combo
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Features
▪ Material sink: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ Tap hole and hole for control unit are pre-drilled
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the countertop
or flush-mount installation
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the bowl
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support

▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ ComfortZone 200
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm

Technology kitchen mixers

Design

Design awards

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

Included in delivery
▪ S711-F450
Built-in sink 450
▪ M7119-H200
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
with pull-out spout
▪ sBox
▪ Manual outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses

Base cabinet

60 cm
Surface kitchen mixers

-000

-800

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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C71-F450-02
Select sink combo 450 with drainer
# 43208000
# 43208800

C71-F450-11
Sink combination unit 450 Select with drainer
on right (not shown)
# 43229000
# 43229800

Select sink combo
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Features
▪ For installation in worktops from 25 mm
▪ Material sink: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ W ith drainage
▪ Tap hole and hole for control unit are pre-drilled
▪ O rientation: bowl right
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the countertop
or flush-mount installation
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the bowl
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 7 l/min

▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray
▪ ComfortZone 220
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm
▪ Push of control unit: Intuitive start and stop function
of the water flow, turn: automatic drain operation

Technology kitchen mixers

Design

Design awards

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

Included in delivery
▪ S715-F450 left/S716-F450 right
Built-in sink 450 with drainer
▪ M7120-H220
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types
▪ sBox
▪ Automatic outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses

Base cabinet

60 cm
Surface kitchen mixers

-000

-800

Surface kitchen mixers -000 chrome and -800 stainless steel finish.
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C71-F450-07
Sink combo 450 with drainer
# 43205000
# 43205800

C71-F450-12
Sink combination unit 450 with drainer
on right (not shown)
# 43230000
# 43230800

Sink combo

10
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Features
▪ For installation in worktops from 25 mm
▪ Material sink: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ W ith drainage
▪ Tap hole and hole for control unit are pre-drilled
▪ O rientation: bowl right
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the countertop
or flush-mount installation
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the bowl
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min

▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ ComfortZone 200
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm

Technology kitchen mixers

Design

Design awards

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

Included in delivery
▪ S715-F450 left/S716-F450 right
Built-in sink 450 with drainer
▪ M7119-H200
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
with pull-out spout
▪ sBox
▪ Manual outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses

Base cabinet

60 cm
Surface kitchen mixers

-000

-800

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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C71-F660-03
Sink combo 660 Select
# 43209000
# 43209800

Select sink combo
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Features
▪ Material sink: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ Tap hole and hole for control unit are pre-drilled
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the countertop
or flush-mount installation
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the bowl
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Ceramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support

▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray
▪ ComfortZone 320
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm
▪ Push of control unit: Intuitive start and stop function
of the water flow, turn: automatic drain operation

Technology kitchen mixers

Design

Design awards

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

Included in delivery
▪ S711-F660
Built-in sink 660
▪ M7120-H320
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types
▪ sBox
▪ Automatic outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses

Base cabinet

80 cm
Surface kitchen mixers

-000

-800

Surface kitchen mixers -000 chrome and -800 stainless steel finish.
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C71-F660-08
Sink combo 660
# 43202000
# 43202800
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Features
▪ Material sink: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ Tap hole and hole for control unit are pre-drilled
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the countertop
or flush-mount installation
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the bowl
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Ceramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support

▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ ComfortZone 200
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm

Technology kitchen mixers

Design

Design awards

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

Included in delivery
▪ S711-F660
Built-in sink 660
▪ M7119-H200  
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
with pull-out spout
▪ sBox
▪ Manual outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses

Base cabinet

80 cm
Surface kitchen mixers

-000

-800

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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Sink combo
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C71-F655-04
Sink combo 180/450 Select
# 43210000
# 43210800

Select sink combo
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Features
▪ Material sink: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl and 1 additional
bowl
▪ Tap hole and hole for control unit are pre-drilled
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the countertop
or flush-mount installation
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the
main bowl
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters

▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray
▪ ComfortZone 320
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm
▪ Push of control unit: Intuitive start and stop function
of the water flow, turn: automatic drain operation

Technology kitchen mixers

Design

Design awards

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

Included in delivery
▪ S711-F655
Built-in sink 180/450
▪ M7120-H320
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types
▪ sBox
▪ Automatic outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses

Base cabinet

80 cm
Surface kitchen mixers

-000

-800

Surface kitchen mixers -000 chrome and -800 stainless steel finish.
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C71-F655-09
Sink combo 180/450
# 43206000
# 43206800

Sink combo
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Features
▪ Material sink: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl and 1 additional
bowl
▪ Tap hole and hole for control unit are pre-drilled
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the countertop
or flush-mount installation
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the
main bowl
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and stable
seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters

▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ ComfortZone 200
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm

Technology kitchen mixers

Design

Design awards

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

Included in delivery
▪ S711-F655
Built-in sink 180/450
▪ M7119-H200
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
with pull-out spout
▪ sBox
▪ Manual outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses

Base cabinet

80 cm
Surface kitchen mixers

-000

-800

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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C71-F765-05
Sink combo 370/370 Select
# 43211000
# 43211800
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Features
▪ Material sink: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 2 main bowls
▪ Tap hole and hole for control unit are pre-drilled
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 90 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the countertop
or flush-mount installation
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Ceramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve

▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray
▪ ComfortZone 320
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm
▪ Push of control unit: Intuitive start and stop function
of the water flow, turn: automatic drain operation

Technology kitchen mixers

Design

Design awards

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

Included in delivery
▪ S711-F765
Built-in sink 370/370
▪ M7120-H320
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types
▪ sBox
▪ Automatic outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses

Base cabinet

90 cm
Surface kitchen mixers

-000

-800

Surface kitchen mixers -000 chrome and -800 stainless steel finish.
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C71-F765-10
Sink combo 370/370
# 43203000
# 43203800
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Features
▪ Material sink: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 2 main bowls
▪ Tap hole and hole for control unit are pre-drilled
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 90 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the countertop
or flush-mount installation
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Ceramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Integrated non-return valve

▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ ComfortZone 200
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm

Technology kitchen mixers

Design

Design awards

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

Included in delivery
▪ S711-F765
Built-in sink 370/370
▪ M7119-H200
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
with pull-out spout
▪ sBox
▪ Manual outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses

Base cabinet

90 cm
Surface kitchen mixers

-000

-800

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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Sink combo

SINK COMBOS C51
Feel-good atmosphere created by SilicaTec sinks

C51-F660-07
M7119-H200
S510-F660
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The C51 sink combinations
at a glance
Any existing sink size can be chosen
to go with the combination units with graphite
black SilicaTec sinks with the sink top-mounted
in the worktop. With the kitchen mixers, there
is the choice between the version with the

Select button and the version with the tilt lever.
Both models are available in chrome (-000)
and both combine beautifully with the sink to
create a perfect unit. The combination unit
contains all the other necessary components.

60 cm

C51-F450 - 01
Select sink combo 450 with
2-hole kitchen mixer 220
# 43212, -000

C51-F450 - 03
Select sink combo 450 drainer with
2-hole kitchen mixer 220
# 43214, -000

Page 58

Page 60

60 cm

C51-F450 - 06
Sink combo 450 with
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
# 43217, -000

C51-F450 - 08
Sink combo 450 drainer with
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
# 43219, -000

Page 59

Page 61

This makes the ordering and planning process
easier as the complete unit has the same item
number.
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Installation options
All the sinks can be top-mounted.

Surface-mounted installation

60 cm / 80 cm / 90 cm

90 cm

80 cm

C51-F660 - 02
Select sink combo 660 with
2-hole kitchen mixer 320
# 43213, -000

C51-F635- 04
Select sink combo 180/450 with
2-hole kitchen mixer 320
# 43215, -000

C51-F770 -5
Select sink combo 370/370 with
2-hole kitchen mixer 320
# 43216, -000

Page 62

Page 64
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80 cm

90 cm

C51-F660 - 07
Sink combo 660 with
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
# 43218, -000

C51-F635- 09
Sink combo 180/450 with
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
# 43220, -000

C51-F770 -10
Sink combo 370/370 with
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
# 43221, -000
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Base cabinet
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C51-F450-01
Sink combo 450 Select
# 43212000

Select sink combo
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6 000
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Base cabinet

60 cm
Surface kitchen mixers

-000

Technology kitchen mixers

Features
▪ Material sink: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ Tap hole for drilling is predefined
(see scale drawing)
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: topmount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the bowl
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 7 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Ceramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray

▪ ComfortZone 220
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm
▪ Push of control unit: Intuitive start and stop function
of the water flow, turn: automatic drain operation

Design

Included in delivery
▪ S510-F450
Built-in sink 450
▪ M7120-H220
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types
▪ sBox
▪ Automatic outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses
▪ Diamond drill bit

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

Surface kitchen mixer -000 chrome.
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C51-F450-06
Sink combo 450
# 43217000

Sink combo

450
560

R1
2
80

R1
2
80

15 8
250
15 8
250

Features
▪ Material sink: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ Tap hole for drilling is predefined
(see scale drawing)
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: topmount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the bowl
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Ceramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Integrated non-return valve
▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ N ormal spray

▪ ComfortZone 200
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm

Technology kitchen mixers

Design

Design awards

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

Included in delivery
▪ S510-F450
Built-in sink 450
▪ M7119-H200
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
with pull-out spout
▪ sBox
▪ Manual outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses
▪ Diamond drill bit

Base cabinet

60 cm
Surface kitchen mixers

-000

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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C51-F450-03
Select sink combo 450 with drainer
# 43214000

Select sink combo
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Base cabinet

60 cm
Surface kitchen mixers

-000

Technology kitchen mixers

Features
▪ For installation in worktops from 20 mm
▪ Material sink: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ W ith drainage
▪ Tap hole for drilling is predefined
(see scale drawing)
▪ O rientation: bowl right
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: topmount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the bowl
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 7 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Ceramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support

▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray
▪ ComfortZone 220
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm
▪ Push of control unit: Intuitive start and stop function
of the water flow, turn: automatic drain operation

Design

Included in delivery
▪ S514-F450
Built-in sink 450 with drainer
▪ M7120-H220
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types
▪ sBox
▪ Automatic outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses
▪ Diamond drill bit

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

Surface kitchen mixer -000 chrome.
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C51-F450-08
Sink combo 450 with drainer
# 43219000

Sink combo

10 5 0

R1
2

520
80
15 8
250
15 8
250

Base cabinet

60 cm
Surface kitchen mixers

-000

Technology kitchen mixers

Features
▪ For installation in worktops from 20 mm
▪ Material sink: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ W ith drainage
▪ Tap hole for drilling is predefined
(see scale drawing)
▪ O rientation: bowl right
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: topmount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the bowl
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Ceramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support

▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ ComfortZone 200
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm

Design

Included in delivery
▪ S514-F450
Built-in sink 450 with drainer
▪ M7119-H200
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
with pull-out spout
▪ sBox
▪ Manual outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses
▪ Diamond drill bit

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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C51-F660-02
Sink combo 660 Select
# 43213000

Select sink combo

R1

2

R1

80 cm
Surface kitchen mixers

-000

Technology kitchen mixers

25

25
15 8
250

Features
▪ Material sink: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ Tap hole for drilling is predefined
(see scale drawing)
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: topmount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the bowl
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Ceramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray

▪ ComfortZone 320
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm
▪ Push of control unit: Intuitive start and stop function
of the water flow, turn: automatic drain operation

Design

Included in delivery
▪ S510-F660
Built-in sink 660
▪ M7120-H320
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types
▪ sBox
▪ Automatic outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses
▪ Diamond drill bit

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

Surface kitchen mixer -000 chrome.
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C51-F660-07
Sink combo 660
# 43218000
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Technology kitchen mixers

Features
▪ Material sink: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ Tap hole for drilling is predefined
(see scale drawing)
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: topmount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the bowl
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Ceramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Integrated non-return valve
▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ N ormal spray

▪ ComfortZone 200
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm

Design

Included in delivery
▪ S510-F660
Built-in sink 660
▪ M7119-H200  
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
with pull-out spout
▪ sBox
▪ Manual outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses
▪ Diamond drill bit

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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C51-F635-04
Sink combo 180/450 Select
# 43215000

Select sink combo

450
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Surface kitchen mixers

-000

Technology kitchen mixers
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Features
▪ Material sink: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl and
1 additional bowl
▪ Tap hole for drilling is predefined
(see scale drawing)
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: topmount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the
main bowl
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Ceramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve

▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray
▪ ComfortZone 320
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm
▪ Push of control unit: Intuitive start and stop function
of the water flow, turn: automatic drain operation

Design

Included in delivery
▪ S510-F635
Built-in sink 180/450
▪ M7120-H320
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types
▪ sBox
▪ Automatic outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses
▪ Diamond drill bit

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

Surface kitchen mixer -000 chrome.
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C51-F635-09
Sink combo 180/450
# 43220000
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Technology kitchen mixers

Features
▪ Material sink: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl and
1 additional bowl
▪ Tap hole for drilling is predefined
(see scale drawing)
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: topmount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the
main bowl
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Ceramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Integrated non-return valve

▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ ComfortZone 200
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm

Design

Included in delivery
▪ S510-F635
Built-in sink 180/450
▪ M7119-H200
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
with pull-out spout
▪ sBox
▪ Manual outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses
▪ Diamond drill bit

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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C51-F770-05
Sink combo 370/370 Select
# 43216000
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Technology kitchen mixers

Features
▪ Material sink: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 2 main bowls
▪ Tap hole for drilling is predefined
(see scale drawing)
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 90 cm
▪ Type of installation: topmount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the bowl
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Ceramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray

▪ ComfortZone 320
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm
▪ Push of control unit: Intuitive start and stop function
of the water flow, turn: automatic drain operation

Design

Included in delivery
▪ S510-F770
Built-in sink 370/370
▪ M7120-H320
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types
▪ sBox
▪ Automatic outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses
▪ Diamond drill bit

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

Surface kitchen mixer -000 chrome.
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C51-F770-10
Sink combo 370/370
# 43221000
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Technology kitchen mixers

Features
▪ Material sink: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 2 main bowls
▪ Tap hole for drilling is predefined
(see scale drawing)
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 90 cm
▪ Type of installation: topmount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the bowl
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Ceramic cartridge
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Integrated non-return valve
▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ N ormal spray

▪ ComfortZone 200
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose
guidance in the cabinet, under the countertop,
with extension length up to 76 cm

Design

Included in delivery
▪ S510-F770
Built-in sink 370/370
▪ M7119-H200
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
with pull-out spout
▪ sBox
▪ Manual outflow and overflow system
▪ Fixing clamps
▪ Including all connection hoses
▪ Diamond drill bit

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information
on pages 142–143 or online in the assembly
instructions.

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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Sink combo

SINKS
Sink range for the most diverse requirements

M411-H280
S510-F450

hansgrohe Sinks 69

hansgrohe sinks

Adaptable to any kitchen
different sizes and the option of double or
single sinks. The hand-welded stainless steel
not only radiates value but ensures a high

level of stability too. The granite sinks made
from natural SilicaTec material are especially
robust and also available in three colours.

Sinks

hansgrohe’s new sink range delivers
quality, design and choice: stainless steel
or SilicaTec, a range of installation options,

Advantages and benefits
▪ Easy to clean, thanks to the precise manufacturing of the
special surfaces

▪ Variety and choice ensure the right sink for any kitchen – large
or small, single or double bowls, stainless steel or SilicaTec

▪ New sink that blends perfectly with modern and functional
kitchens

▪ Reinforcement under the tap ledge of stainless steel sinks means
the kitchen mixer never wobbles

▪ uble bowls allow multiple tasks to be carried out at the
same time

▪ Choice of manual or automatic outflow fittings for any sink
▪ Overflows offset on the side for easier mixer installation

▪ 1 mm stainless steel sinks can be fitted flush with the worktop or
mounted on top
▪ SilicaTec sinks in three colours allow for colour accents in the
kitchen design

SINKS S71
Minimalist design, maximum choice

C71-F450-02
M7120-H220
S715-F450

72 hansgrohe Sinks 

hansgrohe sinks

The stainless steel sinks
at a glance
With a choice of bowl shapes including
small, elongated or double, there is plenty of
freedom to design a completely individual
kitchen. Having the drainer on the left gives an
option to extend the working area. The larger

bowls are ideal for filling and cleaning bulky
items while a double sink makes it possible
to carry out several tasks at the same time.
As every hansgrohe stainless steel sink can
be fitted with any kitchen mixer and offers

60 cm

60 cm

S711-F450
Built-in sink 450
# 43301, -800, with tap hole drilling

S715-F450
Built-in sink 450 with drainer
# 43306, -800, with tap hole drilling
S716 -F450 (Drainer right, not shown)
# 43331, -800, with tap hole drilling

S712-F450
# 43305, -800, with 2 tap holes drillings

S717-F450
# 43307, -800, with 2 tap holes drillings
S718-F450 (Drainer right, not shown)
# 43332, -800, with 2 tap holes drillings

Page 74

Page 76

Kitchen mixers start on page 114.

a number of installation options, the kitchen
can be designed to meet the customer’s every
preference.
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Installation options
All stainless steel sinks can be top-mounted or flush-fit in the worktop.
An additional installation option is undermount sinks. You will find these
starting on page 94.

Optional accessories
F10
Fixation bracket set 16 pieces for 10–35 mm
worktops
# 40950000
F11
Fixation bracket set 16 pieces for 30–55 mm
worktops
# 40951000

Surface-mounted installation

Flush-mounted installation

50 cm / 60 cm / 80 cm / 90 cm

A10
Outflow trim
# 40952800

80 cm

80 cm

90 cm

S711-F660
Built-in sink 660
# 43302, -800, with tap hole drilling

S711-F655
Built-in sink 180/450
# 43309, -800, with tap hole drilling

S711-F765
Built-in sink 370/370
# 43303, -800, with tap hole drilling

S712-F660
# 43308, -800, with 2 tap holes drillings

S712-F655
# 43310, -800, with 2 tap holes drillings

S712-F765
# 43311, -800, with 2 tap holes drillings

Page 78

Page 80

Page 82
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Base cabinet
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Sink 450

More room for the kitchen

Sink

S711-F450
Built-in sink 450
# 43301800

S712-F450
Built-in sink 450
# 43305800

Features
▪ Material: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ Predrilled tap hole
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the
countertop or flush-mount installation
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of
the bowl
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm

Base cabinet

60 cm

Required accessories
D11-10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for sink 400/450
# 43920000

Design

Included in delivery
▪ Built-in sink 450
▪ Fixation brackets for clamping range
28–40 mm

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information on pages
142–143 or online in the assembly instructions.

Features
▪ Material: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ Tap hole and hole for pop-up waste
control are pre-drilled
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the
countertop or flush-mount installation
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of
the bowl
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm

Base cabinet

Required accessories

Design

D11-11
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink
400/450
# 43930000

Included in delivery
▪ Built-in sink 450
▪ Fixation brackets for clamping range
28–40 mm

60 cm

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information on pages
142–143 or online in the assembly instructions.
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Recommended mixer
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M7116 -H220
# 73800, -000, -800
Single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types
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M5115-H220
# 73852, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spout
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M5116 -H160
# 73850, -000, -800
Single lever kitchen mixer 160
with pull-out spray, two spray types

472
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Surface kitchen mixers
-000 chrome
-800 stainless steel finish

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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Sink 450 with drainer

The sink with room for comfort

Sink

S715-F450
Built-in sink 450 with drainer
# 43306800

S716-F450
Built-in sink 450 with drainer
on right (not shown)
# 43331800

S717-F450
Built-in sink 450 with drainer
# 43307800

S718-F450
Built-in sink 450 with drainer
on right (not shown)
# 43332800

Features
▪ For installation in worktops from 25 mm
▪ Material: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ W ith drainage
▪ Predrilled tap hole
▪ O rientation: bowl right
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the
countertop or flush-mount installation
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of
the bowl
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm

Base cabinet

60 cm

Required accessories
D11-10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for sink 400/450
# 43920000

Design

Included in delivery
▪ Built-in sink 450 with drainer
▪ Fixation brackets for clamping range
28–40 mm

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information on pages
142–143 or online in the assembly instructions.

Features
▪ For installation in worktops from 25 mm
▪ Material: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ W ith drainage
▪ Tap hole and hole for pop-up waste
control are pre-drilled
▪ O rientation: bowl right
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the
countertop or flush-mount installation
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of
the bowl
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm

Base cabinet

Required accessories

Design

D11-11
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink
400/450
# 43930000

Included in delivery
▪ Built-in sink 450 with drainer
▪ Fixation brackets for clamping range
28–40 mm

60 cm

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information on pages
142–143 or online in the assembly instructions.
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Recommended mixer
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M7116 -H220
# 73800, -000, -800
Single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types
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M5115-H220
# 73852, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spout
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M712-H260
# 73811, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 260
with swivel spout

482

13

Surface kitchen mixers
-000 chrome
-800 stainless steel finish

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.

Sinks S71
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Sink 660

The big one with comfort appeal

Sink

S711-F660
Built-in sink 660
# 43302800

S712-F660
Built-in sink 660
# 43308800

Required accessories

Features
▪ Material: stainless steel
▪ Number of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ Predrilled tap hole
▪ Sink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the
countertop or flush-mount installation
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of
the bowl
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm

Base cabinet

Included in delivery
▪ Built-in sink 660
▪ Fixation brackets for clamping range
28–40 mm

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information on pages
142–143 or online in the assembly instructions.

Features
▪ Material: stainless steel
▪ Number of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ Tap hole and hole for pop-up waste
control are pre-drilled
▪ Sink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the
countertop or flush-mount installation
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of
the bowl
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm

Base cabinet

Included in delivery
▪ Built-in sink 660
▪ Fixation brackets for clamping range
28–40 mm

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information on pages
142–143 or online in the assembly instructions.

80 cm

D14 -10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for sink 660
# 43921000

Design

80 cm

Required accessories
D14 -11
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink 660
# 43931000

Design
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Recommended mixer
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M7116 -H320
# 73801, -000, -800
Single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types

c
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660

M5115-H300
# 73853, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 300
with pull-out spout
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732

25
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48

660

M512-H300
# 73854, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 300
with swivel spout

472

Surface kitchen mixers
-000 chrome
-800 stainless steel finish

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.

Sinks S71
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Sink 180/450

Double-basin with more comfort

Sink

S711-F655
Built-in sink 180/450
# 43309800

Features
Base cabinet
▪ Material: stainless steel
▪ Number of bowls: 1 main bowl and
1 additional bowl
▪ Predrilled tap hole
▪ Sink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
Design
▪ Type of installation: flat on the
countertop or flush-mount installation
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the
main bowl
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm

80 cm

Included in delivery
▪ Built-in sink 180/450
▪ Fixation brackets for clamping range
28–40 mm

S712-F655
Built-in sink 180/450
# 43310800

D13-10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for sink 180/450
# 43924000

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information on pages
142–143 or online in the assembly instructions.

Features
Base cabinet
▪ Material: stainless steel
▪ Number of bowls: 1 main bowl and
1 additional bowl
▪ Tap hole and hole for pop-up waste
control are pre-drilled
▪ Sink depth: 190 mm
Design
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the
countertop or flush-mount installation
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of the
main bowl
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm

80 cm

Included in delivery
▪ Built-in sink 180/450
▪ Fixation brackets for clamping range
28–40 mm

Required accessories

Required accessories
D13-11
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink
180/450
# 43934000

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information on pages
142–143 or online in the assembly instructions.
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Recommended mixer
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M7115-H320
# 73803, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spout

c
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M712-H320
# 73810, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with swivel spout
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M7116 -H320
# 73801, -000, -800
Single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types
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Surface kitchen mixers
-000 chrome
-800 stainless steel finish

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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Sink 370/370

Two basins, twice as flexible

Sink

S711-F765
Built-in sink 370/370
# 43303800

S712-F765
Built-in sink 370/370
# 43311800

Required accessories

Features
▪ Material: stainless steel
▪ Number of bowls: 2 main bowls
▪ Predrilled tap hole
▪ Sink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 90 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the
countertop or flush-mount installation
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm

Base cabinet

Included in delivery
▪ Built-in sink 370/370
▪ Fixation brackets for clamping range
28–40 mm

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information on pages
142–143 or online in the assembly instructions.

Features
▪ Material: stainless steel
▪ Number of bowls: 2 main bowls
▪ Tap hole and hole for pop-up waste
control are pre-drilled
▪ Sink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 90 cm
▪ Type of installation: flat on the
countertop or flush-mount installation
▪ Tap ledge reinforcement for a tight and
stable seating of the kitchen mixer
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm

Base cabinet

Required accessories

Design

D15-11
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink
370/370
# 43932000

Included in delivery
▪ Built-in sink 370/370
▪ Fixation brackets for clamping range
28–40 mm

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information on pages
142–143 or online in the assembly instructions.

90 cm

D15-10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for sink 370/370
# 43922000

Design

90 cm
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Recommended mixer
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# 73803, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spout
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M712-H320
# 73810, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with swivel spout
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M7116 -H320
# 73801, -000, -800
Single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types

480
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Surface kitchen mixers
-000 chrome
-800 stainless steel finish

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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SINKS S51
Natural design in every version

M411-H280
S510-F450
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hansgrohe sinks

The SilicaTec sinks at a glance
With a choice of bowl shapes including
small, elongated or double, there is plenty of
freedom to design a completely individual
kitchen. Having the drainer on the left gives an
option to extend the working area. The larger

bowls are ideal for filling and cleaning bulky
items. And a double sink makes it possible to
carry out several tasks at the same time. As
every hansgrohe SilicaTec sink can be fitted
with any kitchen mixer, and is available

60 cm

60 cm

S510 -F450
Built-in sink 450
# 43312, -170, -290, -380

S514 -F450
Built-in sink 450 with drainer
# 43314, -170, -290, -380

Page 88

Page 88

Kitchen mixers start on page 114.

in three colours with a several installation
options, the kitchen can be designed to meet
the customer’s every preference.
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Installation options
All SilicaTec sinks can be top-mounted. An additional installation option
is undermount sinks. You will find these starting on page 94.

-170
graphite black

-290
stone grey

80 cm

80 cm

90 cm

S510 -F660
Built-in sink 660
# 43313, -170, -290, -380

S510 -F635
Built-in sink 180/450
# 43315, -170, -290, -380

S510 -F770
Built-in sink 370/370
# 43316, -170, -290, -380

Page 90

Page 90

Page 92

-380
concrete grey

Sinks S51

Surface-mounted installation
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Sink SilicaTec 450

The sinks for more space

Sink

S510-F450
Built-in sink 450
# 43312170
# 43312290
# 43312380

Features
▪ Material: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ Tap hole for drilling is predefined
(see scale drawing)
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: topmount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side
of the bowl

Base cabinet

60 cm

Required accessories
D16 -10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43927000

Design
D16 -11
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43937000
D16 -12
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec Select single
bowl
# 43947000

S514-F450
Built-in sink 450 with drainer
# 43314170
# 43314290
# 43314380

Included in delivery
▪ Built-in sink 450
▪ Fixation brackets for clamping range
28–40 mm
▪ Diamond drill bit
▪ Cutout template

Cutout dimensions
You will find important
installation information
on pages 142–143 or
online in the assembly
instructions.

Colour versions for sink

Features
▪ For installation in worktops from 20 mm
▪ Material: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ W ith drainage
▪ Tap hole for drilling is predefined
(see scale drawing)
▪ O rientation: bowl right
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: topmount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side
of the bowl

Base cabinet

Required accessories

Included in delivery
▪ Built-in sink 450
▪ Fixation brackets for clamping range
28–40 mm
▪ Diamond drill bit
▪ Cutout template

Cutout dimensions
You will find important
installation information
on pages 142–143 or
online in the assembly
instructions.

Colour version sink -170 graphite black, -290 stone grey and -380 concrete grey.

60 cm

-170

-290

-380

D16 -10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43927000

Design
D16 -11
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43937000
D16 -12
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec Select single
bowl
# 43947000

Colour versions for sink

-170

-290

-290
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Recommended mixer
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Select single lever kitchen mixer 300
with pull-out spout
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M4116 -H240
# 73880, -000, -800
Single lever kitchen mixer 240
with pull-out spray,
two spray types, swivel spout
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Single lever kitchen mixer 200
with swivel spout
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Surface kitchen mixers
-000 chrome
-800 stainless steel finish

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.

Sinks S51
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Sink SilicaTec 660 and 180/450

The extra-large sinks

Sink

S510-F660
Built-in sink 660
# 43313170
# 43313290
# 43313380

Features
▪ Material: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ Tap hole for drilling is predefined
(see scale drawing)
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: topmount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side
of the bowl

Base cabinet

80 cm

Required accessories
D17-10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43928000

Design
D17-11
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43938000
D17-12
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec Select single
bowl
# 43948000

S510-F635
Built-in sink 180/450
# 43315170
# 43315290
# 43315380

Included in delivery
▪ Built-in sink 660
▪ Fixation brackets for clamping range
28–40 mm
▪ Diamond drill bit
▪ Cutout template

Cutout dimensions
You will find important
installation information
on pages 142–143 or
online in the assembly
instructions.

Colour versions for sink

Features
▪ Material: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl and
1 additional bowl
▪ Tap hole for drilling is predefined
(see scale drawing)
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: topmount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side
of the main bowl

Base cabinet

Required accessories

80 cm

-170

-290

-380

D17-10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43928000

Design
D17-11
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43938000
D17-12
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec Select single
bowl
# 43948000

Included in delivery
▪ Built-in sink 180/450
▪ Fixation brackets for clamping range
28–40 mm
▪ Diamond drill bit
▪ Cutout template

Colour version sink -170 graphite black, -290 stone grey and -380 concrete grey.

Cutout dimensions
You will find important
installation information
on pages 142–143 or
online in the assembly
instructions.

Colour versions for sink

-170

-290

-290
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Recommended mixer
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with pull-out spout
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# 73854, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 300
with swivel spout
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M5214 -H260
# 73864, -000, -800
Single lever kitchen mixer 260
with pull-out spout
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Surface kitchen mixers
-000 chrome
-800 stainless steel finish

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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Sink SilicaTec 370/370

2 bowls for twice the possibilities

Sink

S510-F770
Built-in sink 370/370
# 43316170
# 43316290
# 43316380

Features
▪ Material: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 2 main bowls
▪ Tap hole for drilling is predefined
(see scale drawing)
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 90 cm
▪ Type of installation: topmount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side
of the bowl

Base cabinet

90 cm

Required accessories
D17-10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43928000

Design
D17-11
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43938000
D17-12
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec Select single
bowl
# 43948000

Included in delivery
▪ Built-in sink 370/370
▪ Fixation brackets for clamping range
28–40 mm
▪ Diamond drill bit
▪ Cutout template

Colour version sink -170 graphite black, -290 stone grey and -380 concrete grey.

Cutout dimensions
You will find important
installation information
on pages 142–143 or
online in the assembly
instructions.

Colour versions for sink
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Recommended mixer
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# 73803, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spout
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M7114 -H320
# 73812, -000, -800
Single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spout

M7116 -H320
# 73801, -000, -800
Single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types

Surface kitchen mixers
-000 chrome
-800 stainless steel finish

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.

Sinks S51

a

UNDERMOUNT SINKS
The sinks for seamless comfort

M7116-H320
S510-U770
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hansgrohe under-mounted sinks

Sinks that become one
with the kitchen
available sinks with stainless steel or SilicaTec,
many different sizes and single or double bowl
options. The stainless steel and SilicaTec sinks
are secured to the worktop from below which

gives a feeling of more spaciousness. And
these sinks are ideal for worktops made of
materials such as natural stone, concrete and
quartz which are not insensitive to water.

Undermount sinks

Thanks to a seamless installation,
hansgrohe under- mounted sinks blend
smoothly with the kitchen to create a singlepiece unit. There is a tremendous selection of

Advantages and benefits
▪ Easy to clean, thanks to the precise manufacturing of the
special surfaces

▪ SilicaTec under-mounted sinks in three colours allow for colour
accents in kitchen design

▪ Continuous sink design blends perfectly with the modern,
functional kitchen

▪ Variety and choice ensure the right sink for any kitchen – large
or small, single or double bowls, stainless steel or SilicaTec

▪ Size and depth of the sink accommodates large containers

▪ Overflows offset on the side for easier mixer installation

▪ Double bowls allow multiple tasks to be carried out at the
same time

UNDERMOUNT SINKS
S71
Flexible sizes with undermount sinks

M7112-H320
S719-U655
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hansgrohe under-mounted sinks

Stainless steel under-mounted sinks
at a glance
With a choice of bowl shapes including
small, elongated or double, there is plenty of
freedom to design a completely individual
kitchen. The larger bowls are ideal for filling

and cleaning bulky items while a double sink
makes it possible to carry out several tasks
at the same time. As every hansgrohe undermounted sink in stainless steel can be fitted with

any kitchen mixer, the kitchen can be designed
to meet the customer’s every preference.

50 cm

60 cm

60 cm

S719-U400
Undermount sink 400
# 43425, -800

S719-U450
Undermount sink 450
# 43426, -800

S719-U500
Undermount sink 500
# 43427, -800

Page 100

Page 100

Page 102

Kitchen mixers start on page 114.
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Undermount versions
All undermount sinks are attached to the worktop from below.

80 cm

80 cm

90 cm

S719-U660
Undermount sink 660
# 43428, -800

S719-U655
Undermount sink 180/450
# 43429, -800

S719-U765
Undermount sink 370/370
# 43430, -800

Page 102

Page 104

Page 104

Undermount sinks S71

Undermounted
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Undermount sinks 400, 450

More flexibility with
undermount sinks

Sink

S719-U400
Undermount sink 400
# 43425800

Features
▪ Material: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 50 cm
▪ Type of installation: undermount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of
the bowl
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm
▪ Waste set not included – please order
one waste set from the optional parts

Base cabinet

50 cm

Required accessories
D11-10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for sink 400/450
# 43920000

Design
D11-11
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink
400/450
# 43930000
D11-12
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink
400/450 Select
# 43940000

S719-U450
Undermount sink 450
# 43426800

Included in delivery
▪ Undermount sink 400
▪ Fixation brackets for undermount sinks

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information on pages
142–143 or online in the assembly instructions.

Features
▪ Material: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: undermount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of
the bowl
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm
▪ Waste set not included – please order
one waste set from the optional parts

Base cabinet

60 cm

Required accessories
D11-10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for sink 400/450
# 43920000

Design
D11-11
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink
400/450
# 43930000
D11-12
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink
400/450 Select
# 43940000

Included in delivery
▪ Undermount sink 450
▪ Fixation brackets for undermount sinks

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information on pages
142–143 or online in the assembly instructions.
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Recommended mixer
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M7116 -H220
# 73800, -000, -800
Single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types
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M5115-H220
# 73852, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spout
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M712-H260
# 73811, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 260
with swivel spout
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Surface kitchen mixers
-000 chrome
-800 stainless steel finish

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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Spülen
sinks S71
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Undermount sinks 500, 660

The undermount sinks
for more space

Sink

S719-U500
Undermount sink 500
# 43427800

Features
▪ Material: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: undermount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of
the bowl
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm
▪ Waste set not included – please order
one waste set from the optional parts

Base cabinet

60 cm

Required accessories
D12-10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for sink 500
# 43926000

Design
D12-11
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink 500
# 43936000
D12-12
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink 500
Select
# 43946000

S719-U660
Undermount sink 660
# 43428800

Included in delivery
▪ Undermount sink 500
▪ Fixation brackets for undermount sinks

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information on pages
142–143 or online in the assembly instructions.

Features
▪ Material: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: undermount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of
the bowl
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm
▪ Waste set not included – please order
one waste set from the optional parts

Base cabinet

80 cm

Required accessories
D14 -10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for sink 660
# 43921000

Design
D14 -11
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink 660
# 43931000
D14 -12
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink 660
Select
# 43941000

Included in delivery
▪ Undermount sink 660
▪ Fixation brackets for undermount sinks

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information on pages
142–143 or online in the assembly instructions.
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Recommended mixer
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M7116 -H220
# 73800, -000, -800
Single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types
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Note: In the 60 cm base unit, the control unit of the 2-hole kitchen mixers # 73805,
-000, -800, # 73806, -000, -800 and # 73804, -000, -800 cannot be positioned
on the front edge of the sink.
Alternative position on the back edge of the sink.
M5115-H220
# 73852, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spout

400
450

R

10

660

710
25

400

30

19 0

18 5

660

25

M712-H260
# 73811, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 260
with swivel spout

24

48

662

Surface kitchen mixers
-000 chrome
-800 stainless steel finish

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.

Undermount
Spülen
sinks S71

502
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Undermount sinks 180/450 and 370/370

The undermount sinks
with a double bowl

Sink

S719-U655
Undermount sink 180/450
# 43429800

Features
▪ Material: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl and
1 additional bowl
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: undermount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side of
the main bowl
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm
▪ Waste set not included – please order
one waste set from the optional parts

Base cabinet

80 cm

Required accessories
D13-10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for sink 180/450
# 43924000

Design
D13-11
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink
180/450
# 43934000
D13-12
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink
180/450 Select
# 43944000

S719-U765
Undermount sink 370/370
# 43430800

Included in delivery
▪ Undermount sink 180/450
▪ Fixation brackets for undermount sinks

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information on pages
142–143 or online in the assembly instructions.

Features
▪ Material: stainless steel
▪ N umber of bowls: 2 main bowls
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 90 cm
▪ Type of installation: undermount
▪ Corner radius: 10 mm
▪ Waste set not included – please order
one waste set from the optional parts

Base cabinet

90 cm

Required accessories
D15-10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for sink 370/370
# 43922000

Design
D15-11
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink
370/370
# 43932000
D15-12
Automatic outflow and
overflow system for sink
370/370 Select
# 43942000

Included in delivery
▪ Undermount sink 370/370
▪ Fixation brackets for undermount sinks

Cutout dimensions
You will find important installation information on pages
142–143 or online in the assembly instructions.
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Recommended mixer

450

400
450

R

10

18 0

M7116 -H320
# 73801, -000, -800
Single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types

705

18 2

48

30

19 0

18 8

24
13 9

25

400

25

24

450

452

M7115-H320
# 73803, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spout

37 0

450

400

R

10

37 0

815
37 0
48

25

400

25

M712-H320
# 73810, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with swivel spout

19 0

30
37 2

24

37 0

37 2
767

Surface kitchen mixers
-000 chrome
-800 stainless steel finish

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.

Undermount
Spülen
sinks S71

658

18 9

14 0

30

18 0
48

UNDERMOUNT SINKS
S51
Seamless transition with undermount sinks

M7116-H320
S510-U770
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hansgrohe under-mounted sinks

SilicaTec under-mounted sinks
at a glance
With a choice of bowl shapes including
small, elongated or double, there is plenty of
freedom to design a completely individual
kitchen. The larger bowls are ideal for filling

and cleaning bulky items while a double sink
makes it possible to carry out several tasks
at the same time. Available in three colours,
hansgrohe under-mounted sinks in SilicaTec

can be fitted with any kitchen mixer so the
kitchen can be designed to meet the customer’s
every preference.

60 cm

80 cm

80 cm

S510 -U450
Undermount sink 450
# 43431, -170, -290, -380

S510 -U660
Undermount sink 660
# 43432, -170, -290, -380

S510 -U635
Undermount sink 180/450
# 43433, -170, -290, -380

Page 110

Page 110

Page 112

Kitchen mixers start on page 114.
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Undermount versions
All undermount sinks are attached to the worktop from below.

Undermounted
-170
graphite black

-290
stone grey

-380
concrete grey

90 cm

Page 112

Undermount sinks S51

S510 -U770
Undermount sink 370/370
# 43434, -170, -290, -380
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Undermount sinks 450, 660

The undermount sinks
for any kitchen

Sink

S510-U450
Undermount sink 450
# 43431170
# 43431290
# 43431380

Features
▪ Material: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 60 cm
▪ Type of installation: undermount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side
of the bowl

Base cabinet

60 cm

Required accessories
D16 -10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43927000

Design
D16 -11
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43937000
D16 -12
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec Select single
bowl
# 43947000

Included in delivery
▪ Undermount sink 450
▪ Fixation brackets for undermount sinks
▪ Cutout template

S510-U660
Undermount sink 450
# 43432170
# 43432290
# 43432380

Features
▪ Material: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: undermount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side
of the bowl

Cutout dimensions
You will find important
installation information
on pages 142–143 or
online in the assembly
instructions.

Colour versions for sink

Base cabinet

Required accessories

80 cm

-170

-290

-380

D16 -10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43927000

Design
D16 -11
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43937000
D16 -12
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec Select single
bowl
# 43947000

Included in delivery
▪ Undermount sink 660
▪ Fixation brackets for undermount sinks
▪ Cutout template

Colour version sink -170 graphite black, -290 stone grey and -380 concrete grey.

Cutout dimensions
You will find important
installation information
on pages 142–143 or
online in the assembly
instructions.

Colour versions for sink

-170

-290

-380
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450

Recommended mixer

R
500

M521-H170
# 73862, -000, -800
Single lever kitchen mixer 170
with swivel spout

46

400

25

25

450

M5115-H220
# 73852, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spout

R4

6

M512-H300
# 73854, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 300
with swivel spout

710

400
25

9

48

205

25

29

25

25

660

19 0

25

Surface kitchen mixers
-000 chrome
-800 stainless steel finish

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.

Undermount sinks S51

48

9

25

205

25

29

450

19 0

25
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Undermount sinks 180/450 and 370/370

The undermount sinks
with a double bowl

Sink

S510-U635
Undermount sink 180/450
# 43433170
# 43433290
# 43433380

Features
▪ Material: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 1 main bowl and
1 additional bowl
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 80 cm
▪ Type of installation: undermount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side
of the main bowl

Base cabinet

80 cm

Required accessories
D17-10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43928000

Design
D17-11
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43938000
D17-12
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec Select single
bowl
# 43948000

Included in delivery
▪ Undermount sink 180/450
▪ Fixation brackets for undermount sinks
▪ Cutout template

S510-U770
Undermount sink 370/370
# 43434170
# 43434290
# 43434380

Features
▪ Material: SilicaTec
▪ N umber of bowls: 2 main bowls
▪ S ink depth: 190 mm
▪ Cabinet size: 90 cm
▪ Type of installation: undermount
▪ Position overflow: on the right side
of the bowl

Cutout dimensions
You will find important
installation information
on pages 142–143 or
online in the assembly
instructions.

Colour versions for sink

Base cabinet

Required accessories

90 cm

-170

-290

-380

D17-10
Manual outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43928000

Design
D17-11
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec single bowl
# 43938000
D17-12
Automatic outflow and overflow
system for SilicaTec Select single
bowl
# 43948000

Included in delivery
▪ Undermount sink 180/450
▪ Fixation brackets for undermount sinks
▪ Cutout template

Colour version sink -170 graphite black, -290 stone grey and -380 concrete grey.

Cutout dimensions
You will find important
installation information
on pages 142–143 or
online in the assembly
instructions.

Colour versions for sink

-170

-290

-380
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Recommended mixer

250

450

345

M7115-H240
# 73802, -000, -800
Select single lever kitchen mixer 240
with pull-out spout
R4
710

6

400
25

29

48

25

9

19 0

14 0

25

25

450

205

30

M7116 -H220
# 73800, -000, -800
Single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types

210

450

400

R4

820

400

37 0

25

29

48

25

25

25

19 0

30

9
205

37 0
25

M5116 -H200
# 73851, -000, -800
Single lever kitchen mixer 200
with swivel spout

6

Surface kitchen mixers
-000 chrome
-800 stainless steel finish

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.

Undermount
Spülen
sinks S51

18 0

KITCHEN MIXERS
Kitchen mixer diversity where know-how, quality,
functionality, and design come together

C51-F660-07
M7119-H200
S510-F660
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hansgrohe kitchen mixers

A stylish selection for
distinctive dream kitchens
hansgrohe kitchen mixer options can
satisfy every style and taste from modern
to classic, from geometric to curved. This
innovative control concept with Select

technology ensures easy handling. Enjoy the
exceptional freedom of movement from the
elegantly- designed hansgrohe ComfortZone.
Take advantage of the unobstructed smooth

running and secure hose guidance the sBox
delivers from its hiding place in the base unit.

▪ Increased user comfort thanks to Select technology with the
control button on the pull-out spout

▪ First-class materials and exacting production techniques deliver
high quality and long lifetimes

▪ Installation with the innovative hansgrohe sBox allows pull-out
sprays to extend up to 76cm to increase the working range
around the sink

▪ Multiple award-winning design enhances the ambience in
thekitchen
▪ Surface finishes in stainless steel or classic chrome

▪ ComfortZone offers more freedom of movement thanks to an
ultra-high spout and the mixer’s swivel functions
▪ Ergonomic, minimalistic design blends beautifully with a
modern kitchen environment

▪ Wide range of designs and pricing categories

Kitchen mixers

Advantages and benefits
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Select technology in the kitchen

Do at all with a one button
What with washing, chopping and
stirring, your hands are soon full when
you’re cooking. That’s why hansgrohe Select
technology is also available in the kitchen.

Simply turn the water spray on and off with the
touch of a button to give you the opportunity to
switch between tasks. The handle stays open
and maintains the pre-set temperature and

water flow. The Select button never interrupts
your endeavours but makes cooking all the
more easier and enjoyable.

Convenience: The kitchen mixer can be
operated entirely from the front using the tilt
lever on the leading edge of the sink.
Alternatively you can turn the water on and
off using the Select button on the kitchen mixer.
M7119-H200
2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
with pull-out spout

Speed: It’s easy to start and stop the water
flow using the Select button on the edge of
the sink which is useful when washing dishes.

M7120 -H220
2-hole Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types

Flexibility: The combination of the Select
button and pull-out spout make your activities
easier and increase the level of comfort at
the sink. The hose pulls out by up to 76 cm,
increasing the range around the sink and
making it even easier to fill containers.
M7115-H240
Select single lever kitchen mixer 240
with pull-out spout

Freedom of movement: Thanks to Select
technology, the water flow can easily be
turned on and off manually with a finger, the
back of your hand or even an arm. This gives
you greater freedom to move about and helps
you work even more efficiently.
M712-H320
Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with swivel spout

hansgrohe Select technology 117

Robust: The Select button is purely mechanical, which means
it is particularly durable.

Spring
Tension screw
Valve
Robust
brass
spout

Select button
Select button
Spring

Spray connection

Tension screw

Valve

Magnetic ring

Spray housing
Spray former

Swivel spout
Internal water channels
Magnetic holder
Pressure-resistant
spray hose
Spray former

Select Button

Pull-out spout

Rosette

Basic set
Button extension

Connection bush
Spring

Select button with eccentric function

Clamping nut with
fixation screws
Connection eccentric
outflow operation
Connection mixed
water hose

Valve

Housing

▪ Easy, intuitive operation at the touch of a button
▪ The clever construction complies with all hansgrohe’s
standards, and is tested for lasting durability
▪ Ergonomic “universal design” allows easy and reliable use
for all generations

▪ Select at the basin allows the mixer and sink to blend in
a single unit
▪ Select helps to save water because the Select button
encourages the user to switch off: this saves the precious
resource

Kitchen mixers

Advantages and benefits

118 hansgrohe Spray modes

Spray modes

Additional shower spray
for added ease
The sink is the site of many different
activities and requirements change depending
on whether a container needs filling quickly
or a delicate food item needs rinsing. Which

is why we offer kitchen mixers with a second
additional spray type. And you can easily
change between the two whenever you want.

Advantages and benefits
▪ Normal spray with high flow rate to fill large saucepans and
bowls quickly. Tall vases and watering cans can also be easily
reached and filled accurately with the flexible pull-out.

▪ Additional spray type is ideal for thoroughly washing and
rinsing fruit, vegetables, fish or meat.
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ComfortZone in the kitchen

Greater freedom of movement
in the kitchen
Whether tall, swivel or pull - out,
hansgrohe’s sophisticated range ensures
more freedom of movement for every activity

around the sink. This means your everyday use
of water – hand washing, washing up, filling
containers and so on – is as flexible as can

be. Giving you more space, more choices and
more freedom at the sink is how hansgrohe
describe their ComfortZone.

What ComfortZone means:
Height: An ultra-high spout offers plenty of
space and is ideal for filling large containers
and pots.

Swivel function: The mixers give you
either a limited 110-150 degrees swivel range
(or a full 360 degrees of freedom which is
especially practical for working to the right
and left of the mixer.

Kitchen mixers

Pull-out spray/spout: The pull-out spray
and the pull-out spout extend your range at the
sink, very advantageous, for instance, when
watering plants and so on. The hansgrohe
sBox guides the hose safely and protects it
against damage. More on pages 120 ff.

ComfortZone technology: Simply scan the code to view our explanatory video

120 hansgrohe sBox

sBox

Neat and tidy guide
for the hose in the base cabinet

Advantages and benefits
▪ Hose can be extended and retracted easily and safely without
colliding with drawers or waste separation system
▪ Varied installation option in base cabinet thanks to flexible
attachment elements
▪ sBox keeps things tidy under the sink

▪ Boxed hose weight allows hose to run easily and quietly
▪ Optional accessories:
An equalising track allows the guide to be used in low cabinets
F12 equalising track sBox – # 43333, -000
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hansgrohe kitchen technologies

Ergonomic handles: Long flat
handles for ease of control.

Vertical handle position:
Installation is possible even
when there is only little room
between the mixer and the wall.
In addition hot water flows at the
vertical handle out of the reach
of children’s hands.

Variable handle
positioning: On some kitchen
mixers the handle can be
installed on the left or right as
preferred.

Stainless steel finish PVD:
Surfaces in stainless steel finish
are made using PVD technology
and are particularly resistant to
wear and scratches.

Fold-down function for
window installation: Ideal
for installation in front of a
window; simply lift the mixer up
when required and lay it down.

Ceramic cartridge with
Boltic handle lock: Thanks
to their specially hardened
plastics, the joystick, M1 and
M2 cartridges help ensure the
mixer has a long functional life.
The wedge-shaped control lever
of the Boltic handle prevents the
handle wobbling when used.

Safe, easy installation:
Flexible connections and the
integrated stabilisation plate for
thin-walled stainless steel sinks
make it easier to install the mixer
and ensure a safe result. The PEX
connecting hoses temperatureresistant and neutral in taste and
odour.

sBox: On the sink combos and
any pull-out kitchen mixer, the
sBox ensures the hose extends
and retracts easily and safely.
The 52 cm box fits in any
standard base cabinet from
74 cm.

QuickClean: It is very difficult
for limescale to take hold on the
elastic disc and if it does, it can
easily be rubbed away.

MagFit magnetic holder:
Thanks to the MagFit function,
the hose slides back almost
silently and slots into place in the
centre of the mixer spout.

Pull-out spray with two
spray types: The pull-out
spray offers two types of spray,
normal and shower, which are
easily changed from one to the
other.

Kitchen mixers

More kitchen aids
to make life easier
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hansgrohe Kitchen mixers

The kitchen mixer lines
at a glance

Series 71
Select 2-hole

Series 71
Select

Series 71

Versions

M7120-H320
M7120-H220

M7119-H200

M7115-H320
M7115-H240

M712-H320
M712-H260

Select technology

●

●

●

●

Change spray type

●

Pull-out function

●

M7116-H320
M7116-H220

M7114-H320

●
●

●

●

●

For window installation
For open water heaters
With shut-off valve

Series 52

Versions

M5216-H220

M5214-H260

M521-H270
M524-H270***

Series 53

M5216-H170
M525-H170**

M521-H170

M5316-H240
M5316-H210

Select technology
Change spray type

●

●

Pull-out function

●

●

For window installation

●

●

●
●

For open water heaters

●

With shut-off valve
* Suitable for installation in front of a window.

** For open water heaters.

*** With shut-off valve.

●
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Select
Easy to switch water on and off at the
touch of a button.

-000 chrome

ComfortZone
Defines the height, side clearance, and –
with pull-out function – the length of the
space around the mixer.

Series 51
Select

Series 51

M5115-H300
M5115-H220

M512-H300

●

●

M5116-H200
M5116-H160

M511-H260
M515-H260**

M511-H220
M514-H220***

●
●

●

●
●
●

●

Series 53

M531-H280

Series 41

M416-H240

M411-H260
M415-H260**
M414-H260***

M411-H280

  

M411-H160
M415-H160**
M414-H200***

●
●
●

●

●

●

M416-W260

Kitchen mixers

  

AirPower
Generous amounts of air are added to
the water for a soft, splash-free spray.

-800 stainless steel finish

Series 71

M711-H320
M713-H320*
M714-H320***

QuickClean
Limescale deposits simply rub off by
gently moving a finger over the silicone
nubs.
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Series 71
Select 2-hole

Select kitchen mixers

m a x . 76 0

57

Ø 47

57
Ø 34

840

236
L = 900
L = 900

18

15 7
110

Ø 34
176

max. 70

121

430

Ø 30

3°

G3/8

520

# 73806000
# 73806800

18 3

2-hole Select single lever kitchen
mixer 320 with pull-out spray,
two spray types

Features
▪ ComfortZone 320
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ Flexible position of faucet controls, 2 tap holes with
Ø 35 mm required
▪ Push of control unit: Intuitive start and stop function
of the water flow, turn: automatic drain operation
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm

320

M7120-H320

m a x . 76 0

Ø 30
12 3
93

840

Ø 34

Ø 34

G3/8

520

L = 900

max. 70

211
L = 900

Ø 47

50

50

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M7120-H220
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

Surface kitchen mixers -000 chrome and -800 stainless steel finish.

29

15 8
250

18

66

332

4°

# 73805000
# 73805800

15 8
250

16 6

2-hole Select single lever kitchen
mixer 220 with pull-out spray,
two spray types

Features
▪ ComfortZone 220
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ Flexible position of faucet controls, 2 tap holes with
Ø 35 mm required
▪ Push of control unit: Intuitive start and stop function
of the water flow, turn: automatic drain operation
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 7 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm

220

M7120-H220

29

176

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M7120-H320
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses
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Series 71
Select 2-hole

Select kitchen mixers

m a x . 76 0

320

Ø 29

Ø 47
Ø 48

Ø 34

Ø 34

13 5 0

2 21
L = 900

520
29

G 3/8

15 8
250

Kitchen mixers 71

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M7119-H200
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

58

max. 60

# 73804000
# 73804800

4°

2-hole Select kitchen mixer 200
with pull-out spout

Features
▪ ComfortZone 200
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ Flexible position of faucet controls, 2 tap holes with
Ø 35 mm required
▪ N ormal spray
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm

208

M7119-H200

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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Series 71
Select

Select kitchen mixers

m a x . 76 0
Ø 30

max. 70

121

445

3°

57

15 7
110

57

235

840

Ø 34

G3/8

520

# 73803000
# 73803800

18 3

Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spout

Features
▪ ComfortZone 320
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm
▪ S ignificantly reduced splashing by soft start of the
water flow
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

333

M7115-H320

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M7115-H320
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

15 8
250

222
m a x . 76 0
Ø 30

16 6

350

max. 70

66
66

4°

12 2
93

50

208

830

Ø 34

G3/8

520

# 73802000
# 73802800

13 6

Select single lever kitchen mixer 240
with pull-out spout

Features
▪ ComfortZone 240
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm
▪ S ignificantly reduced splashing by soft start of the
water flow
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

238

M7115-H240

29

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M7115-H240
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

Surface kitchen mixers -000 chrome and -800 stainless steel finish.

29

15 8
250
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Series 71
Select

Select kitchen mixers

# 73810000
# 73810800

257

223

121
15 7
110

16 3
18 3

183

208

3 07

365

79

365

Select single lever kitchen mixer 320
with swivel spout

Features
▪ ComfortZone 320
▪ Swivel range adjustable in 3 steps 110°, 150° or 360°
▪ L aminar spray
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ S ignificantly reduced splashing by soft start of the
water flow
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

13 °

M712-H320

max. 60

57

248

208
12 2
66

93

16 6

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M712-H260
▪ Including all connection hoses

Ø 34

820

50

G 3/8

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.

Kitchen mixers 71

304

66

14 2

4°

13 6

# 73811000
# 73811800

Features
▪ ComfortZone 260
▪ Swivel range adjustable in 3 steps 110°, 150° or 360°
▪ L aminar spray
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ S ignificantly reduced splashing by soft start of the
water flow
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

max. 60

Select single lever kitchen mixer 260
with swivel spout

G 3/8

253

M712-H260

835

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M712-H320
▪ Including all connection hoses

Ø 34

128 hansgrohe Kitchen mixers 

Series 71

Kitchen mixers

m a x . 76 0

max. 70

121

430

Ø 30

3°

57

15 7
110

57

236

Ø 34

840

# 73801000
# 73801800

18 3

Single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spray, two spray types

Features
▪ ComfortZone 320
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

320

M7116-H320

520

G3/8

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M7116-H320
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

m a x . 76 0

Ø 30
12 3

66

93

332

4°

50
840

50

Ø 34

G3/8

520

211

max. 70

# 73800000
# 73800800

15 8
250

16 6

Single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types

Features
▪ ComfortZone 220
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 9 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

220

M7116-H220

29

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M7116-H220
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

Surface kitchen mixers -000 chrome and -800 stainless steel finish.

29

15 8
250
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Series 71

Kitchen mixers

76 0

max. 70

121

356

°

max.

10

57

15 7
110

57

219

Ø 34

840

# 73812000
# 73812800

18 3

Single lever kitchen mixer 320
with pull-out spout

Features
▪ ComfortZone 320
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 10 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm
▪ S ignificantly reduced splashing by soft start of the
water flow
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

315

M7114-H320

520

G3/8

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M7114-H320
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

°
10
121
79

163
183

208

157
110

57
Ø 34

Kitchen mixers 71

max. 60

M713-H320 for installation in front of a window
# 73814000
M714-H320 with shut-off valve
# 73815000

219

183

# 73813000
# 73813800

234

356
315

Single lever kitchen mixer 320
with swivel spout

Features
▪ ComfortZone 320
▪ Swivel range adjustable in 3 steps 110°, 150° or 360°
▪ L aminar spray
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 13 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ S ignificantly reduced splashing by soft start of the
water flow
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

15 8
250

835

M711-H320

29

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M711-H320
▪ Including all connection hoses

G 3/8

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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Series 51
Select

Select kitchen mixers

m a x . 76 0

10 8

4 01

4°

137
93

Ø56
Ø 34

840

220

G3/8

520

max. 70

# 73853000
# 73853800

19 9

Select single lever kitchen mixer 300
with pull-out spout

Features
▪ ComfortZone 300
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

288

M5115-H300

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M5115-H300
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

m a x . 76 0

118
66

335

4°

81

840

Ø49
Ø 34

G3/8

520

208

max. 70

# 73852000
# 73852800

15 8
250

16 2

Select single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spout

Features
▪ ComfortZone 220
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 8 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

223

M5115-H220

29

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M5115-H220
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

Surface kitchen mixers -000 chrome and -800 stainless steel finish.

29

15 8
250
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Series 51
Select

Select kitchen mixers

248

4°

208
108
71

137

339

93

161
177

199
Ø 56

Ø 34

820

max. 60

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M512-H320
▪ Including all connection hoses

G 3/8

Kitchen mixers 51

# 73854000
# 73854800

177

Select single lever kitchen mixer 300
with swivel spout

Features
▪ ComfortZone 300
▪ Swivel range adjustable in 3 steps 110°, 150° or 360°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ S elect button for a comfortable start/stop of the
water flow
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 9 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

288

M512-H300

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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Series 51

Kitchen mixers

230
Ø28

17 7
19 9

400

max. 70

10 8

7°

137
93

Ø56
213

840

# 73851000
# 73851800

18 5

Single lever kitchen mixer 200
with pull-out spray,
two spray types

Features
▪ ComfortZone 200
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns through pressing
spray diverter
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 11 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

m a x . 76
0

M5116-H200

Ø 34

520

G3/8

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M5116-H200
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

15 8
250

203
118
81

Ø49

550

18 5

350

66

max. 70

66

13 4
16 2

# 73850000
# 73850800

8°

Single lever kitchen mixer 160
with pull-out spray,
two spray types

Features
▪ ComfortZone 160
▪ Swivel range 110°/150°
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns through pressing
spray diverter
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 9 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

m a x . 76 15 2
0

M5116-H160

29

Ø 34

520

G3/8

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M5116-H160
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

Surface kitchen mixers -000 chrome and -800 stainless steel finish.

29

15 8
250
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Series 51

Kitchen mixers

M511-H260
Single lever kitchen mixer 260
with swivel spout
# 73855000
# 73855800
M515-H260 for open water heaters
# 73856000

Features
▪ ComfortZone 260
▪ Swivel range adjustable in 3 steps 110°, 150° or 360°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 10 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

217
203

Ø 28

108
400

71

137
93

101

177

161

177

199

262

7°

Ø 34

840

max. 60

Ø 56

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M511-H260
▪ Including all connection hoses

188
174
Ø 28

8°

140
162

335

118
81

Ø 33

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M511-H220
▪ Including all connection hoses

G3/8

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.

Kitchen mixers 51

134
Ø 50

840

M514-H220 with shut-off valve
# 73858000

max. 60

# 73857000
# 73857800

162
134

Single lever kitchen mixer 220
with swivel spout

Features
▪ ComfortZone 220
▪ Swivel range adjustable in 3 steps 110°, 150° or 360°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 10 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

215

M511-H220

G 3/8

134 hansgrohe Kitchen mixers 

Series 52

ma

13 2
411

80

93

17 7

Ø52
Ø 34

840

222

G3/8

520

max. 70

# 73863000
# 73863800

20°

Single lever kitchen mixer 220
with pull-out spray, two spray types

Features
▪ ComfortZone 220
▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ I nstallation in front of the window, can be laid flat,
base height 70 mm
▪ N ormal and spray jet
▪ N on-lockable shower spray
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 11 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

226

M5216-H220

x. 7
60

Kitchen mixers

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M5216-H220
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

x. 7
60

411

20°

13 2

80

93

17 7

840

Ø52
Ø 34

G3/8

520

209

max. 70

# 73864000
# 73864800

15 8
250

ma

Single lever kitchen mixer 260
with pull-out spout

Features
▪ ComfortZone 260
▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ I nstallation in front of the window, can be laid flat,
base height 70 mm
▪ N ormal spray
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 9 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

260

M5214-H260

29

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M5214-H260
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

Surface kitchen mixers -000 chrome and -800 stainless steel finish.

29

15 8
250
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Series 52

Kitchen mixers

25°

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M521-H270
▪ Including all connection hoses

Ø 34

G 3/8

Kitchen mixers 52

M524-H270 with shut-off valve
# 73866000

90

# 73865000
# 73865800

max. 60

Single lever kitchen mixer 270
with swivel spout

Features
▪ ComfortZone 270
▪ Swivel range adjustable in 3 steps 110°, 150° or 360°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 10 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

840

M521-H270

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.

136 hansgrohe Kitchen mixers 

Series 52

Kitchen mixers

224

m a x . 76 0

256

Ø52
Ø 34

G3/8

520

222

78 0

M525-H170 for open water heaters
# 73861000

max. 60

# 73860000
# 73860800

5°

Single lever kitchen mixer 170
with pull-out spray, two spray types

Features
▪ ComfortZone 170
▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ N ormal and spray jet
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 10 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

16 5

M5216-H170

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M5216-H170
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

M521-H170
Single lever kitchen mixer 170
with swivel spout
# 73862000
# 73862800

Features
▪ ComfortZone 170
▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 16 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M521-H170
▪ Including all connection hoses

Surface kitchen mixers -000 chrome and -800 stainless steel finish.

29

15 8
250
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Series 53

137
98

111
346
19 3

Ø65
Ø 34

840
G3/8

520

194

max. 70

# 73870000

5°

Single lever kitchen mixer 240
with pull-out spray, two spray types

Features
▪ ComfortZone 240
▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ N ormal and spray jet
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 7 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

210

M5316-H240

m a x . 76 0

Kitchen mixers

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M5316-H240
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

137
380

111

98

19 3

5°

Ø 34

520

G3/8

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M5316-H210
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

29

15 8
250

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.

Kitchen mixers 52 and 53

840

Ø65
222

max. 70

# 73871000

15 8
250

m a x . 76 0

Single lever kitchen mixer 210
with pull-out spout

Features
▪ ComfortZone 210
▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ N ormal and spray jet
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns automatically
through handle closing
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 7 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

235

M5316-H210

29

138 hansgrohe Kitchen mixers 

Series 53

Kitchen mixers

M531-H280
Single lever kitchen mixer 280
with swivel spout
# 73872000

Features
▪ ComfortZone 280
▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 5 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M531-H280
▪ Including all connection hoses

Surface kitchen mixers -000 chrome and -800 stainless steel finish.
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Series 41

Kitchen mixers

M415-H260 for open water heaters
# 73883000
M414-H260 with shut-off valve
# 73884000

Ø 25

338
268

20°

65
147
Ø 46

877

204
Ø 34

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M5316-H240
▪ Including all connection hoses

237

Ø 25

5°
Ø 25
74

125
81

74

277

277

42

90

132

160

Ø 46

222

Ø 34

Ø 46

max. 60

# 73881000
# 73881800

Features
▪ ComfortZone 280
▪ L-spout
▪ Swivel range adjustable in 3 steps 110°, 150° or 360°
▪ H andle can be positioned on the right or left
▪ N ormal spray
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 12 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required
305

Single lever kitchen mixer 280
with swivel spout

G 3/8

835

M411-H280

115
81

65

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M5316-H210
▪ Including all connection hoses

G 3/8

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.

Kitchen mixers 53 and 41

# 73882000
# 73882800

160

Single lever kitchen mixer 260
with swivel spout

Features
▪ ComfortZone 260
▪ Swivel range adjustable in 3 steps 110°, 150° or 360°
▪ H andle can be positioned on the right or left
▪ N ormal spray
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 12 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

max. 60

M411-H260

140 hansgrohe Kitchen mixers 

Series 41

411

20°

13 6

96

10 0

191

840

Ø52
Ø 34

G3/8

520

220

max. 70

# 73880000
# 73880800

ma

Single lever kitchen mixer 240
with pull-out spray, two spray types,
swivel spout

Features
▪ ComfortZone 240
▪ Swivel range 150°
▪ L aminar spray and shower spray
▪ Lockable shower spray, spray returns through pressing
spray diverter
▪ MagFit magnetic shower support
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 9.5 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ I ntegrated non-return valve
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ s Box for quiet, smooth and protected hose guidance in
the cabinet, under the countertop, with extension length
up to 76 cm
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

230

M4116-H240

x. 7
60

Kitchen mixers

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M5216-H170
▪ sBox
▪ Including all connection hoses

Surface kitchen mixers -000 chrome and -800 stainless steel finish.

29

15 8
250
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Series 41

Kitchen mixers

M411-H160
Single lever kitchen mixer 160
with swivel spout
# 73885000
# 73885800
M415-H160 for open water heaters
# 73886000
M414-H200 with shut-off valve
# 73887000

Features
▪ ComfortZone 160
▪ Swivel range 360°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 12 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: G ⅜ connections
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters
▪ Tap hole with Ø 35 mm required

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M5216-H170
▪ Including all connection hoses

Single lever kitchen mixer 260
for wall installation, swivel spout
# 73888000

Features
▪ Swivel range 180°
▪ N ormal spray
▪ C entre distance 150 ± 12 mm
▪ Connection dimension: DN15
▪ Flow rate 12 l/min
▪ C eramic cartridge
▪ Connection type: s-shaped connections
▪ S uitable for continuous flow water heaters

Kitchen mixers 41

M416-W260

19 - 2 4

Included in delivery
▪ Kitchen mixers M521-H170
▪ Including all connection hoses

61
16 5
19 5
2 61

All information in dimension drawings in mm. Subject to technical amendment and changes in units of measurement.
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Cutout dimensions

Stainless steel
Surface-mounted
installation

Surface-mounted installation
L

B

R

43207, -000, -800
43201, -000, -800
43301, -800
43305, -800

530

480

0–10

C71-F660 - 03 43209, -000, -800
C71-F660 - 08 43202, -000, -800
43302, -800
S711-F660
43308, -800
S712-F660

740

480

0–10

C71-F655- 04 43210, -000, -800
C71-F655- 09 43206, -000, -800
43309, -800
S711-F655
43310, -800
S712-F655

735

480

0–10

C711-F765- 05 43211, -000, -800
C71-F765- 010 43203, -000, -800
43303, -800
S711-F765
43311, -800
S712-F765

845

480

0–10

C71-F450 - 02 43208, -000, -800
C71-F450 - 07 43205, -000, -800
43306, -800
S715-F450
4330, -800
S717-F450

1025

490

0–10

C71-F450 - 01
C71-F450 - 06
S711-F450
S712-F450

R (mm)

B
(mm)

L (mm)

Flush-mounted
installation

Flush-mounted installation
L1

L2

B1

B2

R

43207, -000, -800
43201, -000, -800
43301, -800
43305, -800

530

552

480

502

11

C71-F660 - 03 43209, -000, -800
C71-F660 - 08 43202, -000, -800
43302, -800
S711-F660
43308, -800
S712-F660

740

762

480

502

11

C71-F655- 04 43210, -000, -800
C71-F655- 09 43206, -000, -800
43309, -800
S711-F655
43310, -800
S712-F655

735

757

480

502

11

C711-F765- 05 43211, -000, -800
C71-F765- 010 43203, -000, -800
43303, -800
S711-F765
43311, -800
S712-F765

845

867

480

502

11

C71-F450 - 02 43208, -000, -800
C71-F450 - 07 43205, -000, -800
43306, -800
S715-F450
4330, -800
S717-F450

1025

1047

490

512

11

C71-F450 - 01
C71-F450 - 06
S711-F450
S712-F450

R (mm)
B1
(mm)

L1 (mm)
L

2

B

2

(mm)
(mm)

Undermounted

R (mm)

Undermounted

B
(mm)

L (mm)

L

B

R

S719-U400

43425800

398

398

8

S719-U450

43426800

448

398

8

S719-U500

43427800

498

398

8

S719-U660

43428800

658

398

8

S719-U655

43429800

653

398

8

S719-U765

4343800

763

398

8

Note: The same cut-out dimensions apply for the sink combinations and sinks with the drainer on the right as for those with the drainer on the left.
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Cutout dimensions

SilicaTec
Surface-mounted
installation

R (mm)

B
(mm)

L (mm)

Undermounted

R (mm)

L

B

R

C51-F450 - 01
C51-F450 - 06
S510 -F450

43212, -000
43217, -000
43312, -170, -290, -380

540

490

10

C51-F660 - 02
C51-F660 - 07
S510 -F660

43213, -000
43218, -000
43313, -170, -290, -380

750

490

10

C51-F635- 04
C51-F635- 09
S510 -F635

43215, -000
43220, -000
43315, -170, -290, -380

750

490

10

C51-F770 - 05
C51-F770 -10
S510 -F770

43216, -000
43221, -000
43316, -170, -290, -380

860

490

10

C51-F450 - 03
C51-F450 - 08
S514 -F450

43214, -000
43219, -000
43314, -170, -290, -380
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S510 -U450

43431, -170, -290, -380
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S510 -U660

43432, -170, -290, -380
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S510 -U635

43433, -170, -290, -380

658
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S510 -U770

43434, -170, -290, -380
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16

pro.hansgrohe-int.com/contact
hansgrohe spare part guarantee
We guarantee the availability of spare parts for up to ten years.
This gives you peace of mind, even for projects that were completed
some time ago.

hansgrohe Customer Service
For technical enquiries, experts in the bathroom trade will be happy
to assist you with their extensive knowledge of the entire hansgrohe
product range. Service and replacement parts are delivered in the
fastest possible manner.
pro.hansgrohe-int.com/contact

Please note that we are only able to present our products for the kitchen in this sales manual.
Our full range can be found on the internet.
Find out more about the hansgrohe world at pro.hansgrohe-int.com

Headquarters – Hansgrohe SE · P.O. Box 1145 · D-77757 Schiltach
Tel. +49 7836 51-0 · Fax +49 7836 51-1300 · info@hansgrohe.com · www.hansgrohe.com · pro.hansgrohe-int.com
Croatia – Hansgrohe jugoistočna Europa ured i izložbeni salon · Horvatova 82 · 10010 Novi Zagreb
Tel. +385 1 5630 800 · Fax +385 1 5630 899 · info@hansgrohe.hr · www.hansgrohe.hr
Middle East – Hansgrohe SE (DMCC Branch) · Swiss Tower · Jumeirah Lakes Towers · Oﬃce 1904 • PO Box 34216
Dubai · United Arab Emirates · P +971 4 448 0200 · M +971 55 945 5644
Estonia – Hansgrohe Eesti esindaja Andrus Asavi · Maealuse 2/1 · 12618 Tallinn
Tel. +372 53 32 92 55 · Fax +372 56 00 00 55 · info@hansgrohe.ee · www.hansgrohe.ee
Latvia – Hansgrohe Latvijas pārstāvniecība · SIA Aqua Studio · Raiņa iela 14 · LV-3913 Iecava
Tel. +371 29 22 90 29 · Fax +371 63 94 22 51 · info@hansgrohe.lv · www.hansgrohe.lv
Lithuania – Santoza · Ulonų g. 5 · LT-08240 Vilnius · Tel. +370 5 2043291
Fax +370 5 2043293 · info@hansgrohe.lt · www.hansgrohe.lt
Slovenia – Hansgrohe SE · P.O. Box 1145 · D-77757 Schiltach · Tel. +49 7836 51-0
Fax +49 7836 51-1300 · info@hansgrohe.si · www.hansgrohe-int.com
Serbia – Hansgrohe SE · P.O. Box 1145 · D -77757 Schiltach · Tel. +49 7836 51-0
Fax +49 7836 51-1300 · info@hansgrohe.rs · www.hansgrohe.rs
United Kingdom – Hansgrohe · Units D1 and D2 · Sandown Park Trading Estate · Royal Mills
Esher · Surrey · KT10 8BL · Tel. +44 1372 472001 · Fax +44 1372 470670
enquiries@hansgrohe.co.uk · www.hansgrohe.co.uk · pro.hansgrohe.co.uk

This catalogue has been produced with as much care for the environment as possible. You can also do your bit
for the environment by passing this catalogue on to others when you have ﬁnished with it or else recycling it.
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hansgrohe Sales Service
Phone enquiries regarding products and delivery times.

